TOWN OF WELLS, MAINE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
UPDATE COMMITTEE

Meeting Agenda
Thursday, April 21, 2022, 5:00 P.M.
Wells Town Hall
208 Sanford Road

5:00 PM CALL TO ORDER & DETERMINATION OF QUORUM
MINUTES
Documents:
CPUC MIN 03-31-22 DRAFT.PDF
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (MAXIMUM 10 MINUTES AND MAXIMUM 3 MINUTES PER
PERSON)
Maximum 10 minutes unless extended by vote of the Committee and maximum 3
minutes per person unless extended by the Chair.
To share a comment or ask a question please attend the meeting at the Wells Town Hall,
2 nd floor, Littlefield Meeting Room or submit an e-mail or letter to the Wells Planning
Office prior to the meeting.

minutes per person unless extended by the Chair.
To share a comment or ask a question please attend the meeting at the Wells Town Hall,
2 nd floor, Littlefield Meeting Room or submit an e-mail or letter to the Wells Planning
Office prior to the meeting.
CPUC BUSINESS
l

Feedback on Drafts, and discussion of edits/additions:
l

Part 2:
¡

Chapter 6 Land Use
l

Future Land Use Plan
Discussion

¡

Chapter 11 Public Facilities

¡

Chapter 12 Open Space

¡

Chapter 13 Public Utilities

¡

Chapter 14 Fiscal Capacity

¡

Chapter 15 Flood Hazard Mitigation

¡

Chapter 16 Planning and Management

¡

Chapter 17 Regional Coordination

¡

Part 4 – Capital Investment Strategy

l

Feedback received from other Boards and Committees

l

Next Meeting

Documents:
MEMO ON CHANGES.PDF
COPY OF TRANSITIONALZONES_BUILD-OUT_ESTIMATIONS.PDF
CHAPTER 6_PART 2_LAND USE_3_31_2022.PDF
MAP9_FUTURELANDUSEPLAN.PDF
FUTURELANDUSEPLAN_ZOOMDOWNTOWN_VERSION2_FORREVIEW.PDF
CHAPTER 11_PART 2_PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES_2_21_22.PDF
CHAPTER 12_PART 2_OPEN SPACE_3_4_22.PDF
CHAPTER 13_PART 2_PUBLIC UTILITIES_2_21_22.PDF
CHAPTER 14_PART 2_FISCAL CAPACITY_2_21_22.PDF
CHAPTER 15_PART 2_ FLOOD HAZARD _3_4_2022.PDF
CHAPTER 16_PART 2_PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT_2_21_22.PDF
CHAPTER 17_PART 2_ REGIONAL_3_4_22.PDF
PART 4_CAPITAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY_4_7_2022.PDF
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC (MAXIMUM 10 MINUTES AND MAXIMUM 3 MINUTES PER
PERSON)

Maximum 10 minutes unless extended by vote of the Committee and maximum 3
minutes per person unless extended by the Chair.
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ADJOURN
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Meeting Minutes
Thursday, March 31, 2022, 5:00 P.M.
Town Hall
208 Sanford Road
5:00 PM CALL TO ORDER & DETERMINATION OF QUORUM
A quorum being present, the meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 31,
2022, from the Littlefield Room at Town Hall.
Those present were Committee Members Chris Chase, Carol DesJardins, Tim Gowen, Linda
Grenfell, Jon Moody (arrived at 5:55 p.m.), Martin Morse, Chris Pugsley, James Smith and Jason
Vennard. Also in attendance were Larissa Crockett, Town Manager; Mike Livingston, Town
Engineer; Jodine Adams, Code Enforcement Officer; and John McLeod, Selectman Liaison.
Steve Whitman was present representing Resilience Planning and Design.
MINUTES
March 17, 2022 – Review and consider for approval.
MOTION
Motion made by Jason Vennard to approve the March 17, 2022, minutes, seconded by Jim
Smith. Motion accepted.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
None.
CPUC BUSINESS
•

Update on the Planning Process, Remaining Tasks, and Time Line

Steve Whitman told the Committee that it can’t do Parts Three and Four until all the Chapters
have been reviewed. Chris Chase doesn’t want to push the schedule; wants it to be done
correctly. The Committee feels comfortable at this point moving forward from Chapter Six.
•

Update on Focus Groups
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Not Discussed.
•

Feedback on Drafts, and Discussion of Edits/Additions

PART 2:
CHAPTER 7: Town Character and Appearance
Page 1, Introduction: In paragraph two, Chris Pugsley asked about the term “Context Sensitive”
and Steve Whitman responded it means looking at the surroundings of the area and use that
context, looking at all the attributes that are in place. Form base code is more about building size
and placement rather than usage. It’s based on form, not function. Buildings have to look like
the other buildings around the area.
Martin Morse would like to see these definitions added to the Plan. There is a difference
between goals and mandates and some in the community may not like what is coming down
from Augusta. He opposes town control of appearances. The town is a community of
individuals. This is for the business districts, not residential.
Linda Grenfell feels some communities might want to have a coffee shop or yoga studio. She
added it is up to the Implementation Committee to have flexibility within the New England style
and coastal look, but not tell the people what their houses should look like. Martin Morse would
like the paragraph less restrictive, have goals that are not carved in stone. Jason Vennard has
concern that the wording could be interpreted as a statement. Larissa Crockett suggested adding
future zoning discussions will encourage new developments to comply.
Page One, Wells Goals, #1: Chris Chase questioned what is the distinct character of the
community to be preserved and restored, and what is it west of the turnpike and the coastal areas
east of the turnpike. He would prefer a small town character. The Town needs direction on what
we want to come up with. Larissa Crockett added it is rural to the west and coastal easterly. We
should define rural feels by cluster zoning or maintaining farmland. Jim Smith is worried about
the design element. We can’t go back and forth. Tim Gowen would like more description and
have it less wide open. Steve Whitman told the Committee that no one goal can capture
everything. It is encompassed in the whole plan. Chris Chase wants the character to be what the
town has been following for the past ten years. Larissa Crockett stated the rural feel is created
through wider open spaces, and trees along the streets, or defined by its classic coastal
architecture with walkable sidewalks. Chris Chase noted the town is almost built out on the east
side of Route One and west of turnpike opens up a little bit.
Martin Morse asked if there is character change depending on the section of town. We shouldn’t
generalize character as it changes in different sections of Wells. He asks for a better description
for the use of the word “character”. Larissa Crockett asked if there should be a paragraph
describing each of those areas. High Pine feels different from Wells Branch, which is different
from Tatnic. The town could create nice signs that highlight what is described in that section of
town. Jason Vennard likes the thought of aspiring to that, and honoring the different areas is a
good start. Jim Smith asked about defining the form base areas. Larissa Crockett will meet with
Martin Morse for suggestions, leaving this section open on how the community differs from area
to area.
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Page 4, Rural Areas and Neighborhoods, #3: Martin Morse stated that the incentive program is
old language because the town never came up with an incentive plan. Do we still want to do
that. Chris Chase added that as a taxpayer he doesn’t want to be in the loan business. The town
hasn’t done it yet but might do it.
Committee wants it left in the Plan.
Page 4, Landscape Architecture, #6(a): Martin Morse has heard comments from the
handicapped on the New England Cobble sidewalks. He wonders if there is any discussion on
this ordinance as far as plowing and ease for the handicapped. Mike Livingston answered that
the town has a smart street plan, and those are included as a standard in the ordinance. Linda
Grenfell added we need to consider accessibility for people with disability challenges. Chris
Chase added the pavement is not as appealing, and the cobble lasts a lot longer.
Wording will be added that sidewalks are “designed for maximum accessibility and with the use
of a product material that is sustainable and aesthetically appealing.
Page 5, Route One Corridor, #1: Tim Gowen expressed that being a “Post Road Antique and
Arts Corridor” isn’t the case anymore and Route One shouldn’t be tied into that. Linda Grenfell
feels it is not promoting the antiquing and arts business; it’s the character of the buildings. Tim
Gowen added there needs to be a description of the type of buildings. Larissa Crockett feels we
should want to invest in that developmental directive. Take the promotion piece out and keep the
character. Jim Smith feels it would be nice to categorize the area. Keep the appearance and
character pieces in that section. Mike Livingston told the Committee that the interpretation in
the past was appearance based, that it has to be of colonial appearance. Chris Pugsley mentions
an architecture character definition.
Committee wants to delete “Post Road Antique and Arts Corridor” wording and take out the
promotion piece.
Page 5, Route One Corridor, #1(g): Regarding the trolley service, if not making changes Martin
Morse does not want a study done. Need to have someone study what the trolley system does
because it is now on a plateau and the town needs a plan on where to go from here to make it
better, but if not willing to change it, don’t study it. Larissa Crockett replied that a study is
underway with traffic engineers and the trolley coordinator, and there is some money to study
alternative transit here as well. How do we better connect the transportation center to areas
people want to get to. Transportation from train station to hotel, for example, not needing a car.
Want to know how we can better connect with the trolley system, and have everybody in sync
with the trolley system when looking at ways to get to places.
Page 6, Wells Transportation Center, #1: Mike Livingston suggested a goal be added to
eliminate the water and sewer requirement from the ordinance.
Page 6, Implementation Strategies, #2: Martin Morse noted that with planting trees we need to
take into consideration trucks not being able to see under the trees because of the low canopy, so
shouldn’t position trees close to entrances. This would be a Planning Board discussion.
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Page 7, Implementation Strategies, #10: With placing merchandise in building setbacks, the
town never did prohibit this.
Committee agrees it should be left in.
CHAPTER 8: Transportation and Circulation Policies and Strategies
In answer to Chris Chase, Mike Livingston stated there has been no Route One corridor study
done, and he explained there is a requirement for developers to do traffic studies regarding new
traffic generation, and the developer has to pay for any improvements that are required from the
creation of additional traffic.
Larissa Crockett told of a proposed corridor study from Kimball up to Port Road, and the need to
assess what the timing of the lights impact is at Route 9 and Mile Road, and assess from a land
use prospective. She said the proposed budget has been reviewed and has received committee
support.
There was a discussion on the land by Hannaford’s, which the DOT and DEP refuses to give
permits. Nothing but the grocery can be developed down there. Mike Livingston doesn’t know
of any restrictions on that land. The traffic can be re-evaluated.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #4: Chris Chase questioned the word “resolve”, asking if this was realistic.
Larissa Crockett responded yes, it is, that they can streamline more than they have now and
technology exists to make the lights more coordinated. Need to adopt an ordinance to make the
changes moving forward.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #5: Martin Morse stated the whole section on Route One is a growth area.
The townspeople do not want Route One to become four lanes, and it should be mentioned that
Route One will not be four lanes.
Steve Whitman identified a “green street” as being for pedestrians, biking, shuttle stops and cars.
Larissa Crockett gave Furbish Rd. as an example. No additional land is being taken. There will
be a sidewalk on one side by narrowing lanes, which will slow traffic. The other side will be a
bike path. The lanes will be 10 feet. If rehabilitating Route One for green street space there is
not enough land to do it, but when building a new road we need to see if there is room to build a
green street. In the State of Maine bicycles are allowed on sidewalks and they can share the
roadway. It’s not the ideal, but better than what we have.
Page 3, Policies, #5: Regarding a bike share program, Tim Gowen questions if we want to aspire
to this, that there would have to be green streets, and we are not prepared to do that yet. Larissa
Crockett agreed it wouldn’t be within the next 10 years, but it should be kept in the Plan for
when a program is in place. Linda Grenfell wants it kept before us. Chris Chase stated it is
investing money on something that won’t be happening for ten or fifteen years. Jim Smith noted
that of the comments from the community, bike travel was the number two concern.
Page 4, Policies, #15: Add the word “Continue” to “Ensure”.
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Page 4, Policies, #16: With regard to transportation between the Harbor and Wells Beach, the
Harbor Master doesn’t think it’s a viable option.
Committee wants #16 taken out.
Page 5, Implementation Strategies, #5: Chris Chase stated it is not practical to think that animals
will travel that close to humans. Larissa Crockett suggests adding wording “to explore
possibility of”. Martin Morse feels there are a number of avenues for animals to cross the
turnpike now. Tim Gowen expressed that it’s a great idea, but we need to be realistic. Jim
Smith told the Committee about a town that has bicycle trails and sidewalks on either side of the
road and it is putting in a bicycle bridge going over the road. He noted the advent of the e-bike
has changed things. Communities that have established bicycle routes see an economic benefit.
Tim Gowen added the town’s population is getting older, and there are only six months of good
weather. Linda Grenfell stated that wildlife corridors are supported by the Conservation
Commission. The adaptation of the animals is fascinating. We are pushing wildlife into less and
less space. Combining this with humans and bicycles would be interesting. We have to be
realistic, and part of the Committee’s role is envisioning and dreaming. Martin Morse added
there is a need for two bridges; one over the turnpike and one over the railroad.
MOTION
Motion made by Linda Grenfell, seconded by Jim Smith, to leave #5 on Page 5 in the Plan,
adding the words “Explore the possibility of” to the paragraph. Motion passes, 5-4.
Page 5, Regional Transportation Planning, #2: Committee wants #2 taken out.
Page 6, Roadway Improvement Program, #5: The town will accept new town roads developed
by developers and approved, with the connecting of two town roads. Chris Chase has some
concerns regarding accepting roads in developments, as the town will go broke plowing those
streets and the town can’t afford to maintain them. Martin Morse noted the Fire Chief expresses
concern about getting equipment into the roads if they are not in good condition or not plowed.
Committee wants #5 taken out.
Page 7, Alternative and Multi-modal Transportation, #7: Martin Morse expressed the concern of
there being too many committees, and he suggests this should go to just the Planning Board.
There is a limit to the number of committees the town can have. Jim Smith expressed frustration
on putting “Trails and Pathways” to only the Planning Board. It won’t ever get considered.
There needs to be an advocate. Larissa Crockett suggested a subcommittee for Trails and
Pathways by the Conservation Commission. Linda Grenfell explained that the Conservation
Commission focuses on conserving land, and presents ideas for maintaining trails, but not on
trails that aren’t on conservation land. Tim Gowen gave the Town of Sanford as a model for a
trail system. Jim Smith added that with cluster zoning there are established trails on private
property. This enhances the value of the property. Mike Livingston added there is a density
bonus if the development establishes a trail that is open to the public.
Wording of “at the Selectmen’s discretion to have a committee for Trails and Pathways” is to be
added to #7.
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CHAPTER 9: Economic Development Policies and Strategies
Page 1, Paragraph 2: Martin Morse opposes higher density on any space beyond 20,000 square
feet. There is too much development on Route One already. Chris Chase noted that Wells is a
tourist community, that is the town’s industry. It never has been a community for economic
business. We need to concentrate on people coming here for the beaches. The statement doesn’t
define what kind of density. Lot coverage includes the amount of green space. Density is what
is put on the lot. Density and setbacks have to come into consideration. Jon Moody explained
that with a town center development, the town needs to take density, lot coverage, setbacks and
mixed use into consideration, and these need to be in an ordinance.
Larissa Crockett explained that changes are coming from the State which will take away our
density requirements. Where there is a single family house, there can be three units, and every
unit will require accessibility. It will encourage growth in Wells. Economic development
doesn’t have any density regulations. It will prohibit parking requirements for the properties,
and it is expected to pass. The State is providing financial and technical support for adoption of
the new language. They are trying to do something about the shortage of housing.
Page 1, Regional Goals, #1: There are questions about marketing the region. Jason Vennard
noted the town doesn’t have families moving to Wells. Larissa Crockett expressed that having
people move into the town would help with the workforce. Chris Chase noted that the value of
property in Wells is too high for the average working person. Jason Vennard added that
affordable housing is now taking on a different perspective, and it’s hard to find a house for
under $600,000. Martin Morse added the cost to build a home is staggering.
Committee suggested changing “market the region” to some other words.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #2: Martin disagrees with higher density.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #4: There is zoning that takes care of this as a neighborhood convenience
store. Define “small-scale”. Mike Livingston gave the definition as 2500 square feet and sells
no gas.
Committee wants to leave this in, adding “in a village area” and changing the word
“encourage” to “allow”.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #5: Martin Morse supports this, and asked how many HOAs have rules
that allow this. Mike Livingston answered half allow home business, half do not.
Page 2, Wells Goals, #6: Linda Grenfell wants to discourage motorized entertainment and water
parks. Typical amusement park rides are prohibited. Larissa Crockett added there could be a
high-end bowling alley as an example.
Chris Pugsley wanted added somewhere to design public space to maximize appeal and access
for recreation, picnicking, vistas, etc. Larissa added these could be different places throughout
the town.
Committee wants to take out “non-amusement”.
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Page 3, Implementation Strategies, #1: Martin Morse sees no need for this. Larissa Crockett
suggests an economic development person to promote the town’s resources. Sponsored by the
town, but a separate entity. Martin Morse wants to take it out. If the town owned the land it
would be different. There are not a lot of lots left in the industrial park. Jason Vennard added
that town development goes beyond those areas. Chris Chase feels the town needs a purpose
other than tourism.
Committee would like to keep it in.
Page 3, Implementation Strategies, #6: Take out the reference to antiques.
Page 4, Implementation Strategies, #9: Committee wants to take #9 out.
CHAPTER 10: Housing Policies and Strategies
Chris Chase stated that given the State’s pending legislation, the Committee should not go over
this chapter at this time. Larissa Crockett told the Committee that the timeline is April 23rd. At
that time we can review this chapter. Linda Grenfell noted our plan does take into account
housing and affordable housing, and Martin Morse pointed out that it appears a lot of people are
buying homes not to live in, but to rent out.
Larissa Crockett told the Committee of good data received from the Lodging Committee. Shortterm rentals is a growing challenge. 800 units are available for the month of July. Other months
can have more. Jodine Adams doesn’t know if they are three season. It was what was advertised
for the month of July. Chris Chase added at 800 a month times three, if the State legislation goes
through, this number can be expected to be affected.
Page 10-2, Wells Goals, #1: Chris Chase questions meeting the 10 percent of homes constructed
in future as being affordable. Larissa Crockett stated the Implementation Committee can decide
if they want to present it to the community. It should say there is a goal for developers to meet
the affordable housing criteria, or contribute into an affordable housing fund for the town to use
to create affordable housing. There could be a developer that might say he or she is interested in
creating 20 units 55 and older that are affordable housing units and could ask for the funds for
assisting with the cost of that. Jason Vennard doesn’t feel comfortable with defining the goal.
Steve Whitman added this target gives flexibility. Martin Morse wants to take out the word
“ensure” and add wording as a “goal” we want to reach.
Committee wants to leave #1 in, changing the word “ensure” to “work toward a goal to”.
Page 10-2, Wells Goals, #4: Mike Livingston explained there are restrictive ordinances on
mobile home parks, and overlay areas have special provisions. Larissa Crockett explained that
mobile home parks can be affordable housing, but manufactured homes as being affordable is
based on the total cost of living in that home, with heating, cooling, electricity and lot rents,
which increases the costs which challenge them being affordable housing. Jason Vennard wants
to leave the mobile home setup as it is. Tim Gowen added the parks do well when interest rates
are high, and he suggests leaving it as it is. This is the same for a park or just a single home on a
single lot. It is both scenarios.
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Page 10-2, Wells Goals, #5: Martin Morse asked if this is specific to roads or does it include
water and sewer, because we can’t control the water and sewer. Larissa Crockett answered it
refers to transportation infrastructure.
Committee wants to delete #5.
Page 10-2, Wells Goals, New #6. Jim Smith asked to add an additional rule, #6, upon listening
to the Energy Committee’s presentation, that the town be energy efficient by the year 2035. He
wants there to be a goal to have 100% of the Town’s electricity being used from renewable
resources by the year 2035. Chris Chase noted that implementation will be by the Energy
Committee. He is not interested. He does not want there to be a concrete goal or number. Jason
Vennard would like to eliminate the percentage. Jim Smith would like to have developed an
education campaign including public education forums about renewable energy options. He
doesn’t want the Plan to fail because of a couple of items.
Linda Grenfell stated we need to have the public get familiar with this and putting #6 in is an
important piece. There will be more pressure to use less fossil fuel. Tim Gowen doesn’t see a
lot of community discussion on this issue. Chris Chase has talked to at least 50 people in Wells
who are against electric cars 100%, expense being the main item. He does not want a 2035
deadline. It should be stated the town will continue to work towards these goals. Larissa
Crockett stated the goal of the town should be to make education available on how to pursue
renewable energy. The Implementation Committee can direct the town toward educational
resources. Jim Smith wants it clear to the public where the Committee stands. Tim Gowen
stated he would rather have it fail than do the wrong thing.
MOTION
Jim Smith made a motion to have a positive goal with respect to renewable energy resources.
Seconded by Linda Grenfell. Motion fails, 6-3. Jim Smith wanted it noted that he voted for the
motion.
Page 10-4, Implementation Strategies, #5: Martin Morse noted the failed policies of York
County Community Action, regarding the people who have been placed in the town. Larissa
Crockett explained that the YCCA doesn’t place anyone anywhere. Until YCCA takes a
different view, Martin Morse wants #5 taken out. Chris Chase stated that they actually do more
good than bad,
Committee wants the reference to YCCA eliminated.
Page 10-4, Implementation Strategies, # 9: Regarding the York County Community College,
Jodine Adams told the Committee they are doing some housing this winter to see how it works
out, and then may add some dorms.
Page 10-4, Implementation Strategies, #10: Martin Morse questioned the reference to the town
working on cluster subdivision provisions. It was proposed to go to the voters so the
Implementation Committee knows we are aware of it. The Comprehensive Plan can still have a
goal of 40,000 square feet.
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Add wording “minimum of one acre”.
MOTION
Martin Morse made a motion to recommend to the Selectmen 40,000 square feet. No second.
Jason Vennard feels we shouldn’t at this time be making a recommendation to the Board of
Selectmen. Motion withdrawn.
Larissa Crockett demonstrated to the Committee the lot maps of two subdivisions to show the
difference between 40,000 square feet and 30,000 square feet with the different subdivisions.
One had an expansion in size of lots with no change in number of the lots and one with a
decrease in the number of lots. The Selectmen have a difference of opinion because of the shift
in the number of lots possible, giving an opportunity to limit growth. Chris Chase asked about
the value of a property having a larger lot. Mike Livingston answered that most people don’t
take that into consideration.
The Committee approved extending the meeting to 10 minutes.
Steve Whitman distributed a packet of an updated Chapter Six. The next meeting will begin
with going back to Chapter Six.
Next meetings will be from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. on April 21st and 28th.
Steve Whitman asked for clarification of the proposed designated town center area with regard to
Chapel Road.
Chapter 6
Chapter 11
Chapter 12
Chapter 13
Chapter 14
Chapter 15
Chapter 16
Chapter 17

Remainder of Land Use
Public Facilities
Open Space
Public Utilities
Fiscal Capacity
Flood Hazard Mitigation
Planning and Management
Regional coordination

Chapters 6 and 11 through 17 were not discussed.
•

Feedback Received from Other Boards and Committees
Energy committee Matrices Received

Not discussed.
•

Next Month

Chapter Six and Chapters 11 – 17
Part 3, Implementation Program
Part 4, Capital Investment Strategy
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
None.
OTHER BUSINESS
None.
ADJOURN
MOTION
Jason Vennard made a motion to adjourn. Jim Smith seconded. Motion approved.
Meeting adjourned at 8:07 p.m.

MINUTES APPROVED ________________________________________, 2022

ACCEPTED BY:

______________________________
Carol DesJardins, Recording Secretary

_____________________________
Chris Chase, Chairman
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To: CPUC and Wells Town Staff
From: FB Environmental and Resilience Planning & Design
Re: Future Land Use
Date: March 31, 2022
Within this packet you will find an updated version of Chapter 6 and an updated
draft of the Future Land Use Map reflecting the feedback received March 17th.
You will see that the addition of the conservation lands and subdivision open
space adds a lot to the critical rural area category.
We have also added a Downtown transitional area, T7. FB also created two
options for the committee to consider - one that follows parcel boundaries and
one that uses a 500' buffer around the roadways. We also would like to clarify the
extent of this area as one of us had notes identifying Chapel Road and the railroad
Bridge, and both of us had notes identifying the Post Office. We look forward to
your direction on area and approach.
We have also removed transitional area T4 and reclassified it as Developed
Growth, as directed by the committee. FB also ran estimates of how developed
the other transitional areas are. The community college, T2, came out as 100%
developed, indicating that it should be converted to Developed Growth, as we did
with T4. The spreadsheet with these data on % developed is included in this
packet as well.

How "developed" is determined:
The build-out or developed level of each transitional zone was estimated on a PARCEL level scale. Parcels are identified as developed if (1) they are
commercial, industrial, or residential land use, OR, if (2) the parcel has a building on it and the land use is nonprofit/utility, state or federal property,
town property, or "other" property.
Data sources: Town of Wells Assessor database, Microsoft Office Buildings layer, QAQC'd using ESRI aerial imagery.
Transitional Zone
T1
T2
T3
T5
T6

Number of Parcels
within Zone
218
10
115
43
1

Number of Parcels Acreage of "Developed"
"Developed"
parcels
182
609
10
213
82
118
35
76
0
-

Approximate Total Approximate Percent
Acreage
Developed
777
78%
213
100%
390
30%
150
50%
47
0%

Note: All parcels within T2 are identified as developed. Some are large parcels that are only
partially developed. Still, I think it's likely this fits better in G 1 at this point.
TREAT PERCENTS AS
APPROXIMATE DUE
TO LIMITATIONS
WITH HOW PARCELS
WERE IDENTIFIED AS
"DEVELOPED"

Chapter 6 - Land Use Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Land Use Policies and Strategies describe goals, policies, standards,
and implementation strategies to guide the location, intensity, and quality of land useinuse in
Wells over the next ten years.

Goals
State Goal:
1. Encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each community, while
protecting the State’s rural character, making efficient use of public services and preventing
development sprawl. (Growth Management Act)
2. Safeguard the State’s agricultural and forest resources from development which threatens
those resources. (Growth Management Act)
Regional Goal:
(None specific to land use patterns.)
No goal is available at the regional level.
Wells Goals:
Note: The most pressing Land Use Goal identified by citizens during the public outreach was that
development has been uncontrolled and Wells has lost it’s rural character, and as a result, the town
has seen increased threats to natural resources, excessive use of recreational resources, traffic
congestion, etc. This should be addressed in goals, policies, and strategies in the future land use plan.
1. Wells has a balanced pattern of land use that respects its diverse natural, cultural and
historic resources.
2. Encourage Regulate growth so that it is respectful of the Town’s village, rural and beach/waterfront
areas.
2.3.Growth should be allowedmanagement strategies should be employed to ensure growth is
compatible with in line with promoting long-term sustainability and meeting the Town’s goals to
reduce carbon emissions.
3.4.Impact of new growth on environmental, open space and fiscal resources is minimized.
4.5.Growth does not exceed the capacity of municipal facilities and services.
6. The identities of the Town and its neighborhoods are maintained and enhanced.
7. Wells plays a role in achieving statewide climate change action goals such as enacting energy
efficient building codes and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
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Updates in the following section reflect refinements suggested by public outreach. New suggestions are
accompanied with a comment about where the suggestion came from.

Policies
To achieve these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1. Promote a general pattern of development that maintains and enhances the land use,
character, and living environments of the Town including the high-density beach/waterfront
area, the Route 1 mixed-use corridor, the suburban style neighborhoods and the farm and
forest rural areas. To accomplish this policy the Town will:
a. Identify areas for growth that would include residential areas and areas for mixeduse development where public infrastructure can service a high higher density of
development;
b. Restrict development in critical rural areas, near sensitive resource areas, and in areas prone to
natural hazards;
c. Encourage commercial and industrial uses in appropriate locations;
d. Encourage and Ppreserve tourism-related industry east of Route 1;
e. Preserve beach/waterfront residential neighborhoods
2. Protect and enhance Wells’ small-town rural character by ensuring that new development is
consistent with the character of the Town, promotes amenities that reinforce the Town’s
character, protects the scenic value of the Town’s beaches, marshes, rivers and rural roads,
and protects historic areas of the Town.
a. Note: The following addition was suggested by the Wells Energy Committee: Development
guidelines should be consistent with enhancing long term sustainability of natural resources, and
addressing energy efficiency and renewable energy for heating and electricity.
3. Consider a variety of regulatory and non-regulatory mechanisms to accommodate and control
growth while protecting the Town’s rural character and sense of community.
4. Monitor and manage the impacts of residential growth to ensure that such growth does not
unduly strain public facilities and services or have an adverse impact on natural resources or
critical natural resourcess. This includes studying alternative methods of managing growth
and financing public improvements required by new growth, such as: a differential growth
cap, Transfer of Development Rights (TDR), Purchase of Development Rights (PDR),
Impact Fees and other innovative planning tools such as Tax Increment Financing.
5. Encourage higher standards for infrastructure development in the Town’s commercial and
municipal center in the Route 1/109 area.
6. Direct growth into areas designated in the Future Land Use Plan as growth or transitional
areas.
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7. Manage residential development outside of village areas to assure it is consistent with the
character of Wells by:
a. Adopting and revising land use regulations that recognize the capacity of natural and
man-made systems within the Town;
b. Restricting development in areas where public facilities such as water, sewer, and roads
are not available or are not adequate to service the development unless the services are
upgraded; and
c. Requiring provision of open space and recreational lands as part of new, large
subdivisions that are commensurate with the size of the development and that optimize
opportunities to connect with town wide and regional open space and recreational
resources.
8. Maintain and promote small-scale commercial activities and uses along the Route 1
Corridor assuring that expansion of existing commercial uses or development of new
commercial enterprises adhere to the following guidelines (Pper the 2000 Corridor Plan
adopted by the Town in April 2000)(or to newly established guidelines if a new Route 1
study is conducted):
a. Ensuring the scale and nature of the development is compatible with adjacent uses.
b. Encouraging signs that are consistent with the scale of the development and do not
hinder views to the waterfront.
c. Instituting appropriate access management techniques to maintain a safe roadway
system by minimizing curb cuts on major transportation routes.
d. Ensuring that US Route 1 remains with two travel lanes by promoting
transportation alternatives and other traffic routes.
8. Work with the Maine DOT to complete a comprehensive corridor study of land use and
transportation for Route 1.
9. Direct business and industrial growth and expansion to locations that minimize impact to the
Town's natural and historical environment and adjacent neighborhoods by adopting and
implementing guidelines for landscaping, buffering, building design, lighting, and parking.
10. Identify specific areas that could be zoned or re-zoned to accommodate light industrial or
business development based upon the suitability of the area and access to arterial roadways.
11. Assure the long-term protection of land that is in forestry or agriculture through both
regulatory and non-regulatory means.
a. Note: The following addition was suggested by the Wells Energy Committee: Forest and
land protection goals should include the benefit of carbon sequestration.
12. Continue to protect, manage, and enhance the Town’s open space and resource conservation
areas.
13. Establish new and implement existing master plans for Town-owned lands to determine their
most appropriate long-term uses.
14.13.
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15. Examine feasibility of acquiring land for a potential future Maine Turnpike interchange in
the Moody/Tatnic Road area.
14. Monitor and support state climate action goals and action items and enact changes to land use and
development policies and regulations that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as energyefficient building codes.
16.15.
Designate distinct “critical rural,” “rural” and “growth” areas based on the guidelines
of Maine’s Growth Management Act.
Critical Rural Areas
Critical rural areas encompass areas in the community that contain valuable natural,
historic or visual resources that are in need of a higher level of protection.
Rural Areas
Rural areas include areas of the community that:
a. Consist of large, contiguous open spaces, farmland, and forest land;
b. Are relatively free of sprawling and strip development along roads; and
c. Are not physically suitable for accommodating future high density residential or
commercial uses.
Growth Areas
Growth areas include areas in one of three categories:
1. Developed Areas – Areas that are essentially built out and will only experience
incremental or infill growth in the foreseeable future.
2. Existing Growth Areas - Areas already designated as residential, commercial or
industrial zones on the existing zoning map that have some capacity for future
growth.
3. Transitional Areas – Areas that are not part of established residential, commercial
or industrial areas on the existing zoning map that:
a. Are located in proximity to existing residential or commercial areas of
Wells;
b. Are physically suitable for development or redevelopment;
c. Contain sufficient area to accommodate planned growth and development;
and
d. Enable a compact, clustered, rather than sprawling, pattern of development.

Note: The following policy suggestion was made by the Conservation Committee and
should be reviewed by the committee.
16. Prioritize establishing and increasing pedestrian and bike infrastructure in the town to provide
alternative, healthy means for residents as transportation costs increase. Specifically, plan for bike
paths and sidewalks/walkways along the western side of the town within the route one corridor to
provide means for residents in western Wells to shop and work, and parallel to the Route 1 corridor
to allow coastal residents to walk and bike as an alternative to facing Route 1 traffic.
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17. Explore opportunities to develop a downtown district with density of residential units and services
associated with a traditional downtown. Note: this was commonly mentioned by residents as a
means of economic development. This would create local and year-round job opportunities.

Note: The following policy suggestions were made by citizens during public outreach
and should be reviewed by the committee.
18. Consider measures to consider the needs of year-round residents to balance year-round population
and tourists.
18.19.
Plan for where to focus economic and commercial development in the town. Important
components to include in the plan include how to support local businesses, where industrial use is
allowed, where commercial land use should be focused, and how to create more year-round
economic opportunities.

Note: The following policies were identified in the Comp Plan Review Criteria Rule
(Chapter 208) and we recommend considering them.

20. Coordinate the Town’s land use strategies with other local and regional land use planning efforts.
21. Support the locations, types, scales, and intensities of land uses
22. set forth in this Comprehensive Plan’s vision, the goals and policies in this chapter, and the
definitions of land use areas in the Future Land Use Plan.
23. Support the level of financial commitment necessary to provide needed infrastructure in growth
areas.
24. Establish efficient permitting procedures, specifically in growth areas.
25. Protect critical rural and critical waterfront areas from the impacts of development.

Note: The following policies are suggested policies for the Committee to consider
during the future land use visioning process and for potential incorporation into the
Land Use Chapter policies list.
1. Support affordable housing and/or the rehabilitation of low-income and moderate-income properties
through land use code provisions.
2. Support providingsenior housing for theWells’ senior population through land use code provisions.
3. Consider the connectivity of land and trails among land use areas in Wells and fund conservation
opportunities accordingly.
4. Consider sustainable transportation connectivity among land use areas in Wells and fund
conservation and/or transportation projects accordingly.
1.5.Protect historical and archaeological resources through land use code provisions.

Note and question for committee: This section from the 2005 plan may be partially or
wholly relevant. We suggest the committee revisits this while visioning for an updated
Future Land Use plan. Is this something the committee would like to prioritize?
Definition of Land Use Districts by Type
The following table lists districts classified as non-growth and growth areas in the Future Land
Use Plan.
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Non-Growth Areas
Critical Rural Areas

Rural Areas

CR 1 – Fenderson Wildlife
Commons
CR 2 – The Heath/West
Brook Corridor

R1 – Rural Area
Previously Defined
R2 – Chapel Road
Rural Extension

CR 3 – Tatnic Hills/Mt.
Agamenticus Area

DR – Developed
Rural

CR 4A – Branch Brook
Aquifer Travel Time <200
days
CR 4B – Branch Brook
Aquifer Recharge Area
CR 5A – Webhannet River
Corridor
CR 5B – Merriland River
Corridor

Growth Areas
Developed
Areas

Existing
Growth
Areas

BB – Beach
Business
RB –
Residential
Beach
RD –
Residential
Drakes Island

RA –
Residential A
RC –
Residential/
Commercial
H – Harbor
GB – General
Business

Transitional
Areas
T1 – Moody
T2 –
Community
College
T3 – Burnt
Mill
T4 – Hobbs
Farm

T5 – Crediford
Limited
Commercial
QM – Quarry T6 – Limited
Manufacturing Industrial
TC –
T7 – Downtown
Transportation District
Center
LI – Light
Industrial

CR 5C – Ogunquit River
Corridor
CR 5D – Lower Branch
Brook Corridor (not in
Recharge Area)
CR 6 – Existing Resource
Protection Districts
CR 7 – Existing Conservation
Lands
CR 8 – Subdivision Open
Space
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Tools to Define Rural and Critical Rural Areas
The Town of Wells wants to protect its rural and critical rural areas in ways that
respect the rights of property owners. As such, the base minimum lot size of
100,000 square feet (2.30 acres), or 40,000 square feet if located east of the Maine
Turnpike and connected to public sewer will remain intact throughout the Town’s
rural areas (Town Code, Chapter 145, Article V, 145-30). Instead of increasing the
base lot size, there are four mechanisms being suggested to control the character of
growth in the rural areas of Wells:
1. Stronger standards for clustering and open space preservation in rural
subdivisions in areas where preservation of large undeveloped blocks is a
priority. Stronger clustering standards would limit the visual and
environmental impacts of development in such keyareas of Wells.
2. In areas where protection of water resources is a priority, wetland areas will
be excluded from lot sizes, so the 100,000 square foot minimum will apply
to a net lot sizeand not the gross lot size.
3. Maximum allowable lot coverage in some proposed Critical Rural Areas
(all impervious surfaces) will be reduced below the 20% coverage now
allowed in standardrural areas.
4. In areas with key water resources, land uses and septic systems will
be limited tomitigate negative impacts on these resources.

Note: We recommend removing this paragraph, as the Growth
Management Committee is no longer active. The longer section on the
Growth Management Ordinance and Committee found later on in
this chapter has also been identified for removal.
In addition to these recommended zoning-related provisions, the Growth
Management Committee will be tasked with examining other regulations and
incentives to mitigate the impacts of growth in the rural and critical rural areas of
Wells. This Committee will, within three years of this plan’s adoption, develop
alternative strategies that will replace the Town ofWells’ existing system of
growth management.
As outlined in Policy #4 and Implementation Strategy #7, these alternative
strategies mayinclude: a differential growth cap, Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR), Purchase of Development Rights (PDR), Impact Fees and other
innovative planning tools.

Note: We recommend including the following paragraph explaining the role
of Maine’s Growth Management Program in municipal comprehensive
planning, and how it is relevant for the Wells Comprehensive Planning
update.
Maine’s Growth Management Program (GMP) is a set of guiding regulations that were
implemented to encourage orderly growth and growth planning. The program requires
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municipalities to form a comprehensive plan that includes defined section criteria and policy
development based upon state goals. A comprehensive plan must include an actionable
implementation strategy section. These guidelines are meant to assist with the uniform and
controlled growth at the state, region, and town levels moving forward and allow for some level
of standardization in comprehensive plans between municipalities. The states GMP requirements
were used as a guide in the updating of the 2005 Wells Comprehensive Plan (Maine State
Growth Management Program 2020).

Comment: There is no information available online about the Town of Wells
implementation of Critical Rural Areas, aside from the 2005 plan. Has this
played a role in the Town’s Land Use planning in the past 15 years? Would
the committee like to revisit this information, and/or incorporate into future
land use planning efforts?
Critical Rural Areas
In all critical rural areas, the base minimum lot size of 100,000 square feet will be
kept intact.However, as discussed above, growth will be limited and controlled in
these areas through a mix of regulatory and non-regulatory mechanisms. The
suggested Critical Rural districts andprovisions for each are listed below.
Critical Rural 1 – Fenderson Wildlife Commons
Note: The Energy committee suggests that in the future land use plan, the critical rural
areas should have a requirement for 75% open space.
Geographical Description – The area surrounding the Fenderson Wildlife Commons
property,stretching from the growth area along Route 109 to the Perkins Town area.
This area encompasses a large and contiguous block of mostly undeveloped land
that abuts mostly undeveloped land in the Town of Sanford.
Land Use Standards

Maximum lot coverage: 15%

Required 50% open space preservation for all new residential subdivisions

Where possible, new residential subdivision units shall be served by
community water andsewer systems

If property to be developed abuts an existing open space, the new open space must abut it

No new roads will be accepted by the Town of Wells

No private roads may result in the connection of existing public or private roads

Vegetated buffers must be maintained along existing public and private roadways
Critical Rural 2 – The Heath/West Brook Corridor
Geographical Description – An area beginning at the Wells Heath property along
Routes 109 and 9A stretching along the West Brook Corridor into Perkins Town
and along the proposed trail corridor connecting the Heath with Fenderson Wildlife
Commons. This district includes amostly undeveloped corridor running several
miles from the North Berwick town line to Route109.
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Land Use Standards
Maximum lot coverage: 15%

Required 50% open space preservation for all new residential subdivisions

Where possible, new residential subdivision units shall be served by
community water andsewer systems

If property to be developed abuts an existing open space, the new open space must abut it

No new roads will be accepted by the Town of Wells

No private roads may result in the connection of existing public or private roads

Vegetated buffers must be maintained along existing public and private roadways


Critical Rural 3 – Tatnic Hills/Mt. Agamenticus
Geographical Description – A series of undeveloped backland areas located south
of Route 9and west of Hiltons Lane. This area contains several unfragmented
blocks of habitat land, some of which abut other unfragmented blocks in the
Town of South Berwick.
Land Use Standards

Maximum lot coverage: 15%

Required 50% open space preservation for all new residential subdivisions

Where possible, new residential subdivision units shall be served by
community water andsewer systems

If property to be developed abuts an existing open space, the new open space must abut it

No new roads will be accepted by the Town of Wells

No private roads may result in the connection of existing public or private roads

Vegetated buffers must be maintained along existing public and private roadways
Critical Rural 4A – Branch Brook Aquifer Travel Time <200 days
Geographical Description – The portion of the Branch Brook Aquifer Recharge
Area with a contaminant travel time of less than 200 days. This area includes the
most critical locations inWells for protection of groundwater, as Branch Brook is
the public drinking water source for the Town (as well as for Kennebunk and
Kennebunkport).
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%

Require 400-foot septic system setback from Branch Brook

Require 250-foot building setback from Branch Brook

Establish controls over the use, handling, and storage of chemical or petroleum products

Prohibit fuel sales

Prohibit animal husbandry or agricultural uses that produce animal wastes
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Critical Rural 4B – Branch Brook Aquifer Recharge Area
Geographical Description – The balance of the Branch Brook Aquifer Recharge
Area that liesoutside the 200-day contaminant travel time zone.
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%

Establish controls over the use, handling and storage of chemical or petroleum products

Prohibit fuel sales

Prohibit animal husbandry or agricultural uses that produce animal wastes


Critical Rural 5A – Webhannet River Corridor
Geographical Description – A corridor along the Webhannet River stretching from
the estuary,across Route 1 and west to the Boston & Maine Railroad right-of-way.
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

250-foot building setback (200’ under current zoning)

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%


Critical Rural 5B – Merriland River Corridor
Geographical Description – A corridor along the Merriland River, stretching from
the estuaryto Route 109 where it joins the Heath/West Brook Critical Rural Area.
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

250-foot building setback (200’ under current zoning)

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%


Critical Rural 5C – Ogunquit River Corridor
Geographical Description – A corridor along the Ogunquit River from the estuary
to the SouthBerwick town line.
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

250-foot building setback (200’ under current zoning)

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%


Critical Rural 5D – Lower Branch Brook Corridor (not in Recharge
Area) Geographical Description – A corridor along Branch Brook beginning
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below the AquiferRecharge Area (at about where Route 1 crosses Branch
Brook), running to the estuary.
Land Use Standards
Cluster developments are prohibited

250-foot building setback (200’ under current zoning)

Wetland areas deducted: 100%

Maximum lot coverage: 10%


Critical Rural 6 – Existing Resource Protection Districts
Geographical Description – The existing RP district areas in Wells. Many of these
areas fallwithin the borders of the newly defined Critical Rural areas but others,
especially the Merriland, Webhannet and Ogunquit River estuaries are outside the
Critical Rural areas. The purpose of these districts is to protect and preserve fragile
environmental areas from intrusions that would upset ecological systems or pose as
public health and safety problems (Town Code, Chapter 145, Article V, 145-32).
Land Use Standards

Development is already severely restricted using present standards
Critical Rural 7 – Existing Conserved Lands
Geographical Description – The existing conserved lands in Wells. These include
Town-owned lands managed for conservation, Town-owned conservation
easements, as well as land trust properties and easements conserved in perpetuity.
Land Use Standards

Development is already severely restricted under deeds or easements of conservation
lands


Critical Rural 8 – Existing Subdivision Open Space
Geographical Description – The existing lands under subdivision open space in
Wells. These lands are required to be held as open space, undeveloped, by Wells
subdivision regulations.
Land Use Standards

Development is already severely restricted by subdivision regulations


Rural Areas
All areas located outside of growth areas and critical rural areas will remain as
standard rural areas to preserve the open, rural character of the land that correspond
with the Town’s existing Rural (R) zoning district. The dimensional and use
standards already in place for the R district are recommended to remain intact.
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However, stronger standards for clustering in subdivisions are recommended to
better protect the character of these areas.
The existing R district will be reduced in size by the proposed Critical Rural and
Transitional Areas. The only location where the R district is proposed for expansion
is for a forested parcellocated on the north side of Chapel Road that is currently in
the RC district. This area is one ofthe few large parcels located east of the Turnpike
that is registered as Tree Growth in the Current Use Taxation program. Also, its
location between York County Community College, the Route 1 corridor and the
Town Hall/High School area makes it a potential future area for trails and green
space.
The Developed Rural area comprises the Perkins Town section of Wells. While no
changes are recommended to land use standards in this area, it was designated as
such to recognize thefact that substantial suburban-scale development has already
taken place here.

Developed Growth Areas
The developed areas of Wells consist of its coastal residential and business areas.
These areascorrespond with the current boundaries of the Residential Beach (RB),
Residential Drakes Island (RD) and Beach Business (BB) zoning districts. Hobbs
Farm, identified in 2005 as a Transitional Area, is now built out and has been
changed to a Developed Growth Area. Although these areas are identified as
growth areas, the supply of undeveloped land is extremely small, thus limiting the
possibility of future growth. The existing dimensional and use standards for these
three districts are recommended to remain the same to retain the intended New
England family resort character and provide lodging facilities and other services to
tourists and residents (Town Code, Chapter 145, Article V, 145-22-25).

Existing Growth Areas
Existing Growth Areas correspond with established, non-rural zoning districts in
Wells that have capacity for future growth. The purposes of Existing Growth Areas
range from medium-density residential development to commercial or industrial
uses (Town Code, Chapter 145, Article V, 145-21-29). No changes are
recommended for the standards of these districts. There are seven existing zoning
districts that fall within the Existing Growth Area definition:
1. Residential A (RA)
2. Residential/Commercial (RC)
3. Harbor Commercial (Harbor)
4. General Business (GB)
5. Light Industrial (LI)
6. Quarry Manufacturing (QM)
7. Transportation Center (TC)


Existing dimensional and use standards for all of these districts are
recommended to remain intact. In the two mixed-use areas (RC and GB),
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clustering will be encouraged,allowing residential development to occur on
lots as small as 10,000 square feet for one-family dwellings (Town Code,
Chapter 145, Article V, 145). 

Note: The Residential Cluster Development was last amended in 2016, and we
recommend incorporating the following information here or elsewhere in the
chapter.
Residential Cluster Development
Residential cluster developments are intended to provide more efficient uses of land,
resulting in the preservation of natural land forms, wetlands, wildlife and waterfowl habitats,
significant vegetation and agricultural lands, other natural resources, and historical sites
(Town Code, Chapter 145, Article VIII, 145-49).
Land Use Standards
 Permitted in all zoning districts where residential development is allowed
 Minimum requirement of 35% open space and significant natural features
 Minimum lot size may be reduced to 20,000 square feet, and may be reduced further
if served by public sewer.

Note: We recommend deleting this section on Transportation. Aspects of it
are outdated (the transportation center was built) and additional
transportation information is covered in the Transportation chapter and
appendix.
Transportation Center District
The Transportation Center District was created and approved by the Town in
2004. A Comprehensive Plan amendment was simultaneously passed. Since it is a
newly-designatedzoning district, the contents of the 2004 amendment are included
in this update. Changes tothe 2004 language have been made as appropriate to
reflect the present situation, but the purposes and standards of the amendment
have not been altered.
Transportation Center. Under new zoning the Transportation Center is
envisioned to be a small-scale, mixed-use commercial area that would
complement the new multi-modal WellsTransportation Center facility. Prior to
2003, this area was zoned as Light Industrial with a small portion zoned as both
Residential-Commercial and Mobile Home Park Overlay.
Area Included. The area of a new Transportation Center zoning district focuses on
the Wells Transportation Center facility. The boundaries are the Maine Turnpike to
the east and the rail line to the south. Directly related development on the other side
of the Turnpike is not feasible.Development of uses south of the rail line but related
to the Transportation Center would only be possible with some sort of crossing,
bridge or tunnel; none of which is envisioned or feasible at this point in time, and
certainly not within the ten-year planning period.
The northern boundary for a new district is Route 9/109 (Sanford Road).
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In order to include all of the Transportation Center access road and the current
Turnpike Authority lands in the district, and also to provide for transportationrelated development to thewest of the western access road, it is envisioned that the
longest line segment of the existing LIboundary in that location would be extended
in a straight line to Sanford Road to become the western boundary.
As the Town continues to address the need to improve traffic circulation
throughout theTransportation Center District area of Route 9/109, adjustments
to the District may be considered.
This is a standalone zoning district. With a new, straight-line western zoning
district boundaryas described above, the present Rural district zoning would
remain unchanged and a small portion of the existing Residential Commercial
district would become Transportation Center district. The existing Mobile Home
Park Overlay is envisioned to remain as it is at present andwould simply be an
overlay of the new Transportation Center district instead of Residential
Commercial.
Desired Uses. The Transportation Center zoning district permits mixed uses aimed
toward customers of the multi-modal Wells Transportation Center. Uses include
those customarily associated with serving the needs of customers of a multi-modal
transportation hub, such as: informational kiosks, sale of convenience items (e.g.,
toiletries, candy, newspapers, prepared foods, souvenirs), gas stations, restaurants,
hotels, motels, conference facilities with associatedfood service, travel agencies,
ATM’s, bicycle rental, car rental, self storage, and offices & facilities of
transportation providers. Certain uses previously allowed under the existing Light
Industrial district regulations continue to be compatible with the Transportation
Center development and are allowed (some of which may be types of activities
noted above): Office Business, Service Business, Motor Vehicle Rental, Municipal
Facility, Commercial Parking Lot, Public Utility Facility, Standard Restaurant, Fast
Food Restaurant, and Transportation Facility. Implementing regulations include
criteria for the review and consideration of restaurant drive through service.
Land Use Guidelines. Development of the transportation center will benefit from
more dense and more intensive development, but the regulations should still
provide for open areas and landscaping. The plan envisions a density of
development and lot coverages similar to (and nogreater than) those in the existing
General Business District regulations for properties served by public sewer [that is
20,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size and 65% lot coverage]. The district should promote
car parking to the rear of developments and provide for buffering of car parking
with vegetative and/or non-vegetative landscaping. Building setback distances
from Route 9/109 should be limited so as to provide for construction of parking
and ancillary facilities to the rear (away from the traveled way) of new buildings.
Forty feet is what was recommended in the April 2002 plan. Setbacks from the
internal access road can be less than along Sanford Road due to the size of the
district, lower speeds of travel, and so as to generatea more pedestrian scale.
Landscaping and sidewalks within the front setback should be required and also
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within the side or rear setback areas if those areas abut the access road.
Transportation and traffic management will be critical to successful development
at the transportation center. How to regulate and design the relationship of
commercial developmentto the flow of traffic to/from the Turnpike, along Route
9/109, and to/from the TransportationCenter itself will be issues for thoughtful
cooperation between developers, landowners, the Turnpike Authority and the
Town. They will also deserve careful consideration by the Planning Board in
reviewing site plan and subdivision proposals.
Promoting access to and from commercial developments within the transportation
center makes sense in terms of “access management”. Obviously, that will be the
only practical means of access for development that does not have frontage on
Route 9/109. Further, for lots that front on Route 109, utilizing the access road will
not only facilitate the type of development sought by the town but also provide a
safer and more effective means of controlling traffic via the existing traffic signal.
Without long-term rights to access that road, promoting development that must use
that road will be necessarily hindered. Coordination withthe Turnpike Authority
will be necessary to accomplish it.
The zoning ordinance provides for buffering and screening to protect the residences
in themobile home park presently to the west of this area.
Water & Sewer. Due to the limited land area, the limited capacity of soils there to
function efficiently with large-scale septic systems, and the potential for negative
impacts on Credifordbrook, the existing public sewer service which has already
been extended past the turnpike forthe train station must be utilized to promote and
serve the development within the Transportation Center Zoning District. Public
water should also be provided (through the sleeves currently existing within the
turnpike overpass) to promote and serve development of the Transportation Center.
This is consistent with the Public Utilities goals and policies foundin Chapter 13 of
this plan.

Comment for committee: As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we
recommend the committee review the transitional areas section during any
future land use visioning.
Transitional Areas
Transitional areas are locations that are presently zoned for rural uses and
densities that theFuture Land Use Plan suggests become areas that are
redesignated to accommodate future residential, commercial, or industrial uses
(as appropriate for each area). Recommendedchanges in these areas concern
minimum lot size, lot coverage and other dimensional standards, as well as
allowable uses.
There are six suggested Transitional Areas described below.
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Transitional Area 1 – Moody
Geographic Description – Includes all areas south of Route 9B and east of the Maine
Turnpikethat are currently in the Rural (R) zone, with the exception of the area
abutting the Ogunquit River, that is recommended to be part of Critical Rural Area
5C.
Land Use Standards – This area has already seen substantial residential
development and needsto be prepared for a potential interchange with the Maine
Turnpike, should that come to fruition. Improving access in this area is a priority as
well, with a particular need to encourageroad connections among new and existing
residential developments in order to reduce traffic on Route 1. The following
recommendations are made for this area’s land use standards:
 Require road and pedestrian connections among new and existing
residentialdevelopments
 Require water and sewer line extensions for new developments
 Coordinate with developers to facilitate locations of new roads
 Maintain 20% lot coverage but allow an additional 5% for pedestrian facilities
 Reduce minimum lot size from 100,000 to 40,000 square feet with
public water andsewer
 Allow a mix of residential and business uses
Transitional Area 2 – Community College
Geographic Description – An area located to the south of Chapel Road and adjacent
to the General Business (GB) district, including the York County Community
College property andseveral adjacent commercial and undeveloped properties.
Land Use Standards – The YCCC campus is very important to Wells’ economic
developmentneeds and may need to expand in the future, possibly to accommodate
student housing. This area may be able to accommodate a future roadway that
could connect Chapel Road to Mile Road, potentially easing the burden of beach
traffic on Route 1. There is already a substantialamount of lodging and transient
housing in this area. The following recommendations are made for this area’s land
use standards:
 Increase allowable lot coverage from 20% to 40%
 Define student housing as “A room or suite of rooms leased to a postsecondary studentfor a period of ten months or less.”
 Allow all types of student, transient and seasonal housing
 Continue to allow lodging units
Transitional Area 3 – Burnt Mill
Geographic Description – Contains the area located just south of the Merriland
River and eastof the Maine Turnpike that is currently zoned Rural Residential (R).
Land Use Standards – This corridor has access to the Route 1 corridor and is
already located adjacent to developed residential, commercial and industrial areas.
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As with the Moody area, alternative means of automotive and pedestrian access are
needed in this area to support futuregrowth. The following recommendations are
made for this area’s land use standards:
 Require road and pedestrian connections among new and existing
residentialdevelopments
 Require water and sewer line extensions for new developments
 Coordinate with developers to facilitate locations of new roads
 Maintain 20% lot coverage but allow an additional 5% for pedestrian facilities
 Reduce minimum lot size from 100,000 to 40,000 square feet with water and sewer
 Allow a mix of residential and business uses

Note: The energy committee suggests that minimum lot size decreases should not
occur (even with sewer and water connections).
Transitional Area 4 – Hobbs Farm
Geographic Description – An area located along Meetinghouse and Burnt Mill
Roads, adjacentto the existing RA zone along the Route 109 corridor.
Land Use Standards – This area is already experiencing residential growth and is
expected tosee additional development in the future. However, it is located west
of the Turnpike in a
semi-rural area. Therefore, the type of growth desired for this area is of a large-lot
variety. No changes to dimensional or use standards are recommended—the
transitional area designation is simply a means of recognizing how this area is
undergoing change.
Transitional Area 5 – Crediford Limited Commercial
Geographic Description – A strip of land located on the west side of Crediford
Road (Route 9A), adjacent to the Wells Heath property. This area includes several
former gravel pits nowowned by the Town of Wells.
Land Use Standards – This area is proposed for a potential business park and other
limited commercial development. Its location adjacent to the Wells Heath makes it
less suitable for intensive commercial growth, so development in this area will need
to be restricted somewhat. To develop this area to its full potential, extensions of
water and sewer lines would be necessary. However, this area is located more than a
mile from the end of existing utility lines,and extending lines may prove to be very
difficult. The following recommendations are made for this area’s land use
standards:
 Allow a mix of residential, business and civic uses
 Enact strong access management standards to limit the number of
curb cuts onCrediford Road (Route 9A).
 Restrict impacts of lighting in this area on the Wells Heath
 Require that parking facilities are designed in ways that limits their
stormwater runoffand that minimizes visual impacts
 Assuming the use of wells and septic tanks:
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- Increase maximum lot coverage from 20% to 30%
- Maintain existing minimum lot size of 100,000 square feet
If public water and sewer services are available:
- Increase maximum lot coverage from 20%to 40%
- Reduce minimum lot size to 40,000 square feet

Transitional Area 6 –Limited Industrial
Geographic Description – A narrow area located adjacent to the existing LI zoning
district, justto the south of the town landfill and just to the west of the Maine
Turnpike.
Land Use Standards – This area is located between the town landfill and a recentlyapprovedresidential development. It has environmental constraints, particularly in
regard to the availability of drinking water. To ensure that this area balances
economic potential with environmental constraints, the following recommendations
are made for this area’s land use standards:
 Allow limited light industrial uses that produce only minor environmental impacts
 Prohibit all residential uses
 Prohibit the drilling of subsurface wells for drinking water
 Ensure proper buffering from adjacent residential properties
residential, commercial or industrial uses (as appropriate for each area).
Recommendedchanges in these areas concern minimum lot size, lot coverage
and other dimensional standards, as well as allowable uses.
Transitional Area 7 – Downtown District
Geographic Description – A district along Route 109 and Route 1 extending from
the Wells Town Offices in the west, to the public library in the south, to the post
office in the north, with the eastern boundary being the parcels along the eastern
frontage with Route 1.
Land Use Standards – This area is designated as a downtown for the purpose of
encouraging density of residential development and services appropriate for a
traditional downtown. If rezoned, this district could include such potential changes
to development restrictions as reduced road and lot line setbacks, lot coverage
requirements, and lot size requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGING GROWTH
Question for the committee: The Residential Growth Ordinance expired in 2008.
The 2005 plan indicates that a new system to replace the Growth Ordinance was
desired. Does the committee want to prioritize replacing or planning for the
replacement of the ordinance?
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The Function of the Existing Residential Growth Ordinance
For the past 25 years, the Town of Wells has had in place a residential growth
ordinance that has set a limit for the amount of new housing units that may be built in
any one year. Section10 of the Inventory outlined the rationale for the Town of Wells’
growth ordinance. The primary purpose of slowing the rate of growth in the Town has
historically been to maintain apredictable level of growth. The effect of predictability
is that the Town has been able to continue to keep up with the additional public capital
and operating costs brought on by new residential development.
Even with this limit in place, Wells still added 467 housing units from 2000 to 2003,
which ismore than all but one other municipality in York County (Saco added 489). As
discussed in the Inventory, the actual rate of development from 2000 through 2003 has
set a pace for Wellsto probably exceed its 2015 State Planning Office population
projection by at least a year or two.
Without the growth limit in place, the present rate of growth in Wells would
undoubtedly be higher. As pressure for residential development has mounted since
2000, the current annual growth limit of 132 units has been reached for the past two
years and there is now a waiting listfor both subdivision and single-lot development in
the Town. In addition, the Town settled a lawsuit in November 2004 by agreeing to
exempt 131 lots in a previously approved subdivision from the growth limit. Finally, as
of February 2005, projects totaling 277 proposednew subdivision lots are currently
under review by the Planning Board and the Town Planner expects to receive
applications for as many as 100 more lots by mid-2005.






Adding up all of these potential new units produces a picture of a Town facing
tremendouspressure to grow. In sum:
With a two year waiting list for growth permits, demand exists for 264 units to be
builtright now (132 per year);
An additional 131 lots have recently been exempted from the growth cap and may be
builtright away;
Another 277 new lots are in the pipeline (with up to 100 more expected in the
immediatefuture);
Therefore, it can be reasonably estimated that there is an immediate demand to
build asmany as 772 housing units in the Town of Wells.
Even at the historic growth rate of between 100 and 132 units per year, the Town
already facesa long list of potential capital expenditures. As the Capital Investment
Strategy outlines, capital projects totaling about $23 million have already been
identified just to serve the Town’sneeds at its current growth rate. If the annual growth
rate were to increase by a factor of four or greater, the capital needs of the Town would
grow even larger.
The Town of Wells understands clearly that it must move away from a town-wide
growth cap.However, given the current demand and the known capacity limitations, the
town cannot prudently eliminate the growth cap without having another growth
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management system in
place. It is that rationale which demands that the Town of Wells continue the current
growth cap on a strictly temporary basis. As described in Strategies 7 and 8 at end of
this chapter, uponadoption of the plan the Town Selectmen would appoint a Growth
Management Committee to develop and recommend for adoption a new system of
growth management. The temporary capwould be extended for up to a three-year period
for this system to be developed and adopted at town meeting.

A New System is Needed
While the growth ordinance has effectively protected Wells from having to address the
potential fiscal consequences of unfettered development, the ordinance has not served
to reinforce the Town’s Comprehensive Plan or its Zoning Ordinance. As Figure 8
shows, residential development in the Town has occurred in a relatively haphazard
fashion, with highconcentrations of new construction in many rural areas of the Town.
Several areas current zoned Rural (Perkins Town, Tatnic Hills, the area west of Route
1 near Moody) have seen a great deal of new development since the early 1990s.
The general conclusion of the Comprehensive Plan Improvement Task Force
recognizes that the existing Residential Growth Ordinance may not be the most
effective way to manage growth. However, the Task Force feels that zoning alone will
not adequately control future residential growth and development. Thus, a new system
for growth management is needed inWells.

Recommendation: Appoint a Growth Management Committee to
Overseethe Transition to a New System
The Comprehensive Plan Improvement Task Force has considered a variety of options
regarding the management of residential growth in Wells in the context of the
ComprehensivePlan Update. It is clear to the members of the Task Force that this issue
will require more intensive study than what can be adequately addressed in a
Comprehensive Plan. Thus, the Task Force recommends that, as an immediate
implementation action, the Board of Selectmenappoint a special Growth Management
Committee.
The responsibility of the Growth Management Committee will be to develop
alternative strategies to the existing Residential Growth Management Ordinance
(growth cap). The Committee will be asked to examine the potential of growth
management strategies such as: adifferential growth cap, Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR), Purchase of Development Rights (PDR), Impact Fees (e.g., stormwater
management, transportation, open space) and other innovative planning tools.
In conducting its work, the Growth Management Committee must understand the goals
and policies of the Land Use chapter of the Comprehensive Plan. Specifically, the
strategies developed by the Committee must reinforce the distinctions of growth,
transitional, rural and critical rural areas put forth in this plan. The Committee must
also pay heed to any changes to state statutes or rules regarding the management of
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growth to ensure that Wells’ ordinances arein compliance.
The Growth Management Committee will be given a maximum of three years from the
adoption of the Comprehensive Plan to complete its work. Within the three-year period,
the Committee will develop an alternative system to the present Residential Growth
Ordinance andpresent it to Town Meeting for a vote. The present numerical limitation
on residential growth will be phased out in conjunction with the implementation of an
alternative growth management system.
In the interim, the existing Residential Growth Management Ordinance will remain in
place asa temporary means of limiting the pace of growth. As discussed above, Wells
already must plan for about $23 million in capital investments at its current pace of
growth. The Comprehensive Plan Improvement Task Force has concluded that
removing the growth cap without having an alternative strategy in place would result in
a large spike in the growth rate that would place an undue strain on the Town’s
finances.

Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1. Existing Town Land Use and Subdivision Ordinances and the desired uses and land
use guidelines noted above.

Implementation Strategies
1. Amend the Wells Land Use Ordinance consistent with the Land Use Policies,
desired uses and land use guidelines.
2. Establish a program to identify, select and prioritize appropriate lands in critical
rural areas for open space protection and possible acquisition.

Note: We suggest the following addition to this strategy.
2.3.Work with the Wells Conservation Commission, State and Federal entities and
private landtrust and conservation organizations to assemble a database of parcels
suitable for protection based upon guidance policies established by the
Conservation Commission. The parcels should focus on Town Natural Resource,
Land Use, and Transportation goals, such as establishing protected lands for salt
marsh migration due to rising sea levels or parcels that will provide sustainable
transportation links such as bike paths or pedestrian commuter paths.
3.4.Maintain, and enhance where possible, the scenic views and corridors along the
easterly side of Route 1 that incorporate coastal waters and marshes.
4.5.Work with owners of agriculture and forestry lands so they are aware of, and kept
up to date with, Maine “current use” programs and encourage the donation or sale
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of land or conservation easements to the Town or conservation organizations.
6. Manage the development of public infrastructure and facilities in a manner that
limits development pressure in rural and critical rural areas.
7. Establish a standing Growth Management Committee to review the tools available for
managing growth in the Town of Wells on an ongoing basis and make recommendations
to the Selectmen. The previous Growth Management Committee was sunsetted in 2008
and if re-established should monitor regional growth trends, research and provide
examples of ordinances and other growth management techniques from surrounding
communities, and consider the long-term capacity of Wells’ municipal facilities and
services.
Appoint a Growth Management Committee to develop alternative strategies to the
existing Residential Growth Management Ordinance (growth cap) within a three-year
period from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan. The Committee will examine the
potential of growth management strategies such as: a differential growth cap, Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR), Purchase of Development Rights (PDR), Impact Fees and
other innovative planning tools.
5. Temporarily maintain the existing Residential Growth Ordinance for a period of
no more than three years while the Growth Management Committee works to
implement an alternative system to replace it.
6.

Note: The following policies were identified in the Comp Plan Review Criteria
Rule (Chapter 208) and we recommend considering them.
8. Assign responsibility for implementing the Future Land Use Plan to the
appropriate committee, board, or municipal official. Note: the responsibility
could be assigned in existing implementation strategy #1.
9. Using the descriptions provided in the Future Land Use Plan narrative, maintain,
enact or amend local ordinances as appropriate to: Note: the committee should
keep these guidelines in mind as the revisit the Future Land Use plan.
a. Clearly define the desired scale, intensity, and location of future
development;
b. Establish or maintain fair and efficient permitting procedures, and
explore streamlining permitting procedures in growth areas; and
c. Clearly define protective measures for critical natural resources and,
where applicable, important natural resources.
d. Clearly define protective measures for any proposed critical rural areas
and/or critical waterfront areas, if proposed.
10. Periodically (at least every five years) evaluate the implementation of the plan in
accordance with Section 2.7 (bullet #9 directly above).
11. Include in the Capital Investment Plan anticipated municipal capital investments
needed to support proposed land uses.
12. Meet with neighboring communities to coordinate land use designation and
regulator and non-regulatory strategies.
13. Provide the code enforcement office with the tools, training, and support
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necessary to enforce land use regulations, and ensure that the Code Enforcement
Officer is certified in accordance with 30-A M.R.S.A. §4451.
14. Track new development in the community by type and location.
7. Direct a minimum of 75% of new municipal growth related capital investments
into designated growth areas identified in the Future Land Use Plan.

Note: The following policies are suggested implementation strategies for the
Committee to consider during the future land use visioning process and for
potential incorporation into the Land Use Chapter strategies list.
1. Develop and open space plan for the Town of Wells.
2. Encourage the participation and comments from the conservation commission on public
and private plans for open space.
3. Continually assess existing and future Town-owned lands based upon conservation,
recreation, and facility needs.
4. Update ordinances regarding floodplains following the release of updated FEMA maps in
2022.

Note: The following suggestions were made by the Conservation Committee
and should be reviewed by the Committee.
1. Direct the Selectboard to create a legal means to regulate rate of growth to match that of
surrounding communities. Consider traffic congestion, water resources, and
development rates in planning for future growth.
2. Rezone setbacks for streams and river to accommodate increased rain volume and storm
event frequency. Note: For example, the recent breaching of Hobb’s Pond Dam and
the undergirding of the road culvert on Bragdon Road are a few examples of how
planning will need to be altered to meet the storm threat.
3. Consider downscaling or not extending sewer and water services west of I-95 which
would increase development and reduce lot sizes. Note: This suggestion came from the
conservation committee and from public outreach results. Residents expressed increasing
levels of development and growth as a major concern that is altering the “rural character”
of Wells.
4. Alter the land use ordinance to not count wetlands in assessing land for minimum
lot requirements. This currently causes development to occur in unsuitable
locations. Direct the planning board to pay special attention to wetland protection,
especially vernal pools, forested wetlands, and shrub-scrub wetlands. Note: The
energy and conservation committee also noted that wetlands, buildable land,
ledge, etc. should not be included in density calculations.
5. Increase funding to the Land Bank to acquire open space to sustain public
recreation, resources conservation, watershed protection, and wildlife habitat.
Note: The conservation committee notes that this increased funding can
come from taxation and voters have historically supported expending funds
from the land bank for these purposes (for example, the last warrant for
purchasing a large parcel was approved by 86.2% of voters).
2.6.Consider legislating an impact fee for all residential development. This fee will be
allocated to the Land Bank for purchase of open space for recreation and resource
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conservation, watershed protection, and wildlife habitat.
Note: The following suggestions are from residents from public outreach and should be
reviewed and refined by the committee:
1. Initiate a town wide discussion relating to the use of abandoned gravel pits. Examples of
hypothetical use include areas for appropriate businesses, to be set aside for recreational
purposes, or replanted/vegetated to enhance the ecological function of this open space.
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FUTURE LAND USE
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Chapter 11 – Public Facilities and Services
Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Public Facilities and Services Policies and Strategies
describe goals, policies, standards, and implementation strategies related to the public
facilities and services in Wells including fire, police, schools, parks and open space.
Municipal department heads and staff, school district staff, and representatives of the
utilities were instrumental to the updating of this section of the comprehensive plan.
Since 2005, the Town of Wells has continued to make significant investments in its
municipal structures and facilities, and many of the facility needs identified in 2005
have been addressed through renovations and new construction. The Town of Wells
and its municipal departments are forward thinking, and plan for future capital
improvements and investments while anticipating emerging trends.
In the years ahead, if asset management plans have not been developed for all
municipal structures, they should be created to ensure efficient tracking of
maintenance needs and major upgrades. The school population has declined slightly
since 2005, but the district’s projects slow and steady growth in the years to come
and recent investments in the school facilities will accommodate this growth.

Goals
State Goal:
Plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate anticipated growth ,and economic development, and resource
protection as outlined in the Vision. (Growth Management Act)
Regional Goal:
Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public service delivery through formal
and informal means of inter-local cooperation and communication.
No goal is available at the regional level.
Wells Goals:
1.
Promote a pattern of growth and development that allows for a cost
effectivecost-effective delivery of services, that is consistent with the needs and
fiscal capacity of the Town.
2.

Continue to ensure that police, fire and rescue services are adequate to meet the
public health and safety needs of the residents of Wells as the community grows.

3.

Program public facility improvements through a Capital Improvement Program
that is based upon the policies and actions of this Comprehensive Plan Update.
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3.4. Ensure municipal facilities incorporate energy efficient construction and
renewable energy systems.
4.5. Strive to provide high quality educational facilities and programs that meet the
needs of students.
5.6. Encourage educational programs for all ages that incorporate a variety of
community resources including conservation lands, historic resources,
community facilities and local business.
6.7. Ensure adequate planning to mitigate civil emergencies including the realities of
climate change.
8.

Assure the Wells Harbor remains a viable resource since the Harbor plays an
important role as both an economic and recreational resource for the Town.

9.

Develop asset management plans for all municipal facilities to inform capital
improvement planning.

Policies
To achieve these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1.

Promote Ensure a pattern of growth and development that discourages sprawl,
is consistent with the policies on land use and identified growth areas, and
allows providesfor a cost effective and efficient delivery of services consistent
with the needs of Wells.

2.

Maintain Efficiently maintain and enhance the Town’s public facilities and
services to provide for the health and safety of the Town’s residents,. while also
ensuring the health and safety of municipal employees and volunteers.

3.

Encourage public/private cooperation in planning for, and financing,
improvements to theTown’s public facilities.

3.4. Encourage regional solutions, when possible, through cooperative agreements
with adjacent communities and regional organizations if reduced cost and
improved services can be realized.
4.5. Ensure that all students have the opportunities to receive the best possible and
affordable education so they acquire the necessary skills and knowledge to
make a positive contribution to the community.
6.
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Promote sustainable resource use by all Town departments, in their day to day
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operations and in the construction and maintenance of municipal facilities.
7.

Adopt a net zero energy resolution to guide all future municipal facility investments.

5.8. Encourage the multiple uses of community facilities, for greater efficiency, to the
greatest extent possible.
6.9. Support the dredging of the harbor to maintain it as a suitable mooring area.
10.

Develop expanded parking, shuttling, and support facilities to allow provide
additional transportation optionsuse of the area for those engaging in
commercial and recreational boating, and other marine uses, and beach access.

11.

Lease municipal vehicles and equipment rather than purchasing them outright.

Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1.

Fire ponds shall be developed within one quarter mile of new development. If
not possible, require developers to contribute to a fire protection development
fund.

2.

A Five-Year Capital Investment Planning process will continue to be implemented.

3.

Land Use Regulations.

2.4. Asset Management Plan.

Implementation Strategies
General
1.

Program public facility improvements through a Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) that is based upon the policies and actions from this Comprehensive Plan,
anticipated growth and changing demographics, and an appropriate system of
priorities.

2.

Locate new public facilities within or adjacent to identified growth areas in
Wells.

3.

Establish regular communications with Wells Sanitary District and the
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District to coordinate their efforts
with land use and municipal service planning in Wells.
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Municipal Offices
1.
Monitor the space needs of Town Hall and consider future expansion and new
ways to provide access as the need arises to ensure high quality and efficient
level of service.
2.

Continue to review the needs of all community facilities to determine the need
for replacement or additions including, but not limited to: fire substations,
police station, highway department and recreational facilities.

3.

Utilize asset management plansContinue to monitor all Town-owned properties
and resources to ensure that there is a rational basis for capital maintenance,
repairs and acquisition.

4.1. Program public facility improvements through a Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) thatis based upon the policies and actions from this Comprehensive Plan
and an appropriate system of priorities.
5.4. Encourage educational programs that use a variety of community resources
including conservation lands, historic resources, community facilities and local
businesses.
6.5. Establish a monthly inter-department/inter-board newsletter to communicate
appropriate information among the Town departments and Town committees
and commissions.
7.6. Conserve the Town's financial and environmental resources through group
purchasing and waste reduction and recycling.
7.

Work directly with the businesses and community groups of Wells to determine
areas where cost sharing for municipal facilities and services may be
appropriate.

8.

Conduct a municipal staffing analysis to determine future staff needs by
department or changes in how services are provided as the population grows
and demographics shift over time

Fire Protection
1.
Continue the program of installing dry hydrants.
2.

Adopt a specific development plan for fire protection addressing issues such as
staffing needs, volunteer fire fighting resources, fire ponds, dry hydrants and
response times. Said plan shall become part of the Comprehensive Plan.

3.

Adopt an ordinance to require either the installation of fire ponds or payment
by a developer into a fire protection fund where the development is not on Town
water and installation of fire dry hydrant or pond to serve the development in
not feasible.
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Parks
1. Adopt a specific development plan for parks and recreation facilities addressing
issues such as maintenance of current facilities, and the acquisition of new
facilities, and programming to meet Town needs. Include the many
recreational trails within the open space areas of the community and the
organizations managing those recreational resources. Said The resulting
plan shall become part of the Comprehensive Plan.
Public Lands
1.
Continue to plan and manage publicly owned lands to meet Town needs
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and where possible maximize their
asset and environmental resource value.
2.
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Employ the Town’s land ranking classification system for existing and future
Town owned lands for the purposes of conservation, recreation and facility
needs.
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Chapter 12 – Open Space Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Open Space Policies and Strategies describe goals,
policies, standards and implementation strategies related to open spaces for
agriculture, forestry, public congregation and recreation, wildlife habitat, and water
resource protection.

Goals
State Goal:
1.
Safeguard the State’s agricultural and forest resources from development that
threatens those resources. (Growth Management Act)
2.

Promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all
Maine citizens, including access to surface waters. (Growth Management Act)

Regional Goal:
(None specified)
Wells Goals:
1.
Work actively to retain the rural character of Wells as defined, in large measure,
by its open land, marshes, fields, farms, and woodlands.
2.

Conserve ample open space, to protect, preserve and maintain our natural
resources including the ecological integrity of native plant and wildlife species.

3.

Promote and expand neighborhood conservation areas and parks throughout the
Town such as Fenderson Wildlife Commons to protect public access for
traditional outdoor recreation and to protect critical wildlife habitat.

4.

Promote environmental education opportunities and produce public information
materialsrelated to Wells’ natural history and the benefits of protecting open
space areas.

5.

Minimize conflicts between natural-resource based industries and outdoor
recreationuses.

6.

Connect large blocks of conserved open space with open space corridors or
“greenways” that allow recreators and wildlife to travel from block to block.

7.

Provide open space and recreation opportunities to all geographic areas of
Wells.

5.8. Provide open space for upward migration of coastal landforms and habitats,
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such as sand dunes, beaches, and salt marshes, in response to sea level rise.

Policies
To implement these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1.

2.

Identify key land areas that contribute to Wells’ rural character and work with
the landowners to preserve the qualities of these areas through support of
creative uses and exploring conservation options.
Encourage the continued use of lands for forestry and recreation with special
attention to financial incentives to property owners to maintain their land’s open
character including State programs for current use assessment and other
cooperative approaches.

3.

Provide access to open spaces that meet various public recreational needs such
as parks inbuilt-up village areas, ensuring that all geographic areas of Wells are
served by open spaces, and support greenways for biking and hiking paths as
human and wildlife corridors connecting neighborhoods and large blocks of
conserved land.

4.

Work with local outdoor clubs and individual landowners to encourage the
availability of public access to open land with the consent and cooperation of
landowners to preserve traditional outdoor uses such as snowmobiling, hunting,
and cross country skiing.

5.

Promote the use of clustering techniques that require significant land area to be
set aside as open spaces.

6.

Protect open space including critical wildlife habitat areas including vernal pools.

7.

Maintain information necessary for decision-making related to the protection,
development, or use of the open areas whether publicly or privately owned,
including open marshlands, swamps and other wetlands such as vernal pools,
beaches, uplands, fields, and farmland related to the proper protection,
development, or use of the open areas.

8.

Coordinate conservation activities with land owners and other preservation
groups, such as the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District, Great
Works Regional LandTrust, The Nature Conservancy and the State, to leverage
existing funding for open spacein areas of mutual concern such as the Great
Heath and the Tatnic region.

9.

Coordinate Town planning and Conservation Commission activities to protect
and promote open space.

10. Promote and strengthen the Wells Land Bank sinking fund, a unique resource
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that allows Wells to invest in open space as opportunities arise.
9.11.
Ensure that cluster subdivision rules are effective in preserving open space
that is useful for a combination of values such as recreation, wildlife habitat,
scenic value, etc. while still allowing for practical building and development in
appropriate areas.
Standards
(To be developed in future update)To guide the implementation of these policies, the Town
of Wells has the following standards in place:
1. Wells Town Code, Chapter 145, Land Use Ordinance, § 145-49 Residential cluster
development.
2. Wells Town Code, Chapter 202, Subdivision of Land
Implementation Strategies
1.
Continue to support the Conservation Commission’s use of the Town of Wells’
Land Ranking System to identify and prioritize lands with significant wetlands,
groundwater sources, scenic view sheds, wildlife habitat, agriculture and
forestry uses, outdoor recreation, and other values; and to make
recommendations for their protection through the development of an open space
plan. The plan will contain input from community recommendations to identify
large land tracts throughout the Town within which a conservation area of
significant size could be located.
2.
Employ the classification system for existing and future Town owned lands for
the purposes of conservation, recreation and facility needs.
3.
Expand funding of the Town’s Land Bank Fund to provide for adequate
public openspace in the Town of Wells.
4.3.
5.4. Charge the Conservation Commission to work with land owners and other
reservation groups such as the KKW Water District, Great Works Regional
Land Trust, The Nature Conservancy, the Rachel Carson National Wildlife
Refuge, and the State and Federal Government to leverage existing funding
for open space in areas of mutual concern suchas Fenderson Wildlife
Commons, the Great Heath, and the Tatnic Region, and upland areas
adjacent to sand dunes, beaches, and salt marshes that may serve as
migration areas in response to sea level rise.
6.5. Enable the Conservation Commission to review and comment on public or
private plans involving open space areas identified via natural resource data, as
high value wildlife habitat, before the Town’s reviewing authority makes any
decision on the plan.
7.6. Enable the Conservation Commission to continue to review foreclosed
properties and other land proposed for public auction to determine its suitability
for retention as conservation land.
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8.7. Work with landowners with high value habitat to protect these areas using
tools such as acquisition, education, collaborative management, as well as
economic incentives such asTree Growth, Open Space and Critical Habitat
Programs.
9.8. Produce public education and outreach materials that inform the public
about theirconservation options and the natural history of Wells.
10.9. Use Fenderson and other Wildlife Commons for environmental education
opportunitiesfor the students of the Wells/Ogunquit School District and the
public.
11.10.
Use up-to-date State Inland Fisheries and Wildlife maps of wetlands and
Threatened andEndangered species (See Appendix) as well as open space
priorities as identified by the Wells Conservation Commission, when
evaluating subdivision applications. In the eventthe proposed subdivision is
in an area where such resources exist, the Conservation Commission will
make recommendations for the building and open space locations.
12.11.
Work with the KKWWD to acquire key parcels of land with high value
for ground water protection through fee simple acquisition or conservation
easement.
13.12.
Establish aAssign to the Implementation Committee the responsibility to
review and assess the quality of current wetland management and regulations
within Wells including consistency with state and federal laws and regulations,
and, if deemed appropriate, establish guidelines for a local wetland regulation.
13.

Establish a program to identify and prioritize and protect high value freshwater
wetlands including vernal pools.

14.

Assign to the Implementation Committee the responsibility to review cluster
subdivision rules and the results of existing cluster subdivision projects, to
determine whether the existing rules are successfully preserving valuable open
space.
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Chapter 13 - Public Utilities Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Public Utilities Policies and Strategies describe goals,
policies, standards and implementation strategies related to the public utilities
systems in Wells including water, sewer, telephone/data, cable, electricity and gas. In
2020, the Wells Sanitary District (WSD) completed a Climate Adaptation Plan to
inform and guide the plans for infrastructure and operations changes. The Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport and Wells Water District (KK&W) is also nearing completion of
major upgrades to the metering system, and will soon be able to gather daily meter
readings remotely. Continued communication and collaboration with WSD, KKW,
other public utilities, and adjacent communities is a priority to ensure informed
management and investment in municipal facilities and services.

Goals
State Goal:
Plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities utilities and
services to accommodate anticipated growth, and economic development, and
resource protection as outlined in the Vision. (Growth Management Act)
Regional Goal:
Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public service delivery through formal
and informal means of inter-local cooperation and communication.
No goal is available at the regional level.
Wells Goals:
1.
Strictly protect the Wells portion of the Branch Brook Aquifer and Watershed.
2.

Work cooperatively with the water and sewer districts to provide appropriate
levels of service to meet current needs, as well as future needs, in the Town’s
growth areas.

3.

Work cooperatively with the water and sewer districts to restrict and minimize
extension of water and sewer service into those areas of Wells that are
designated as low growth or rural areas.

4.

Continue to communicate and coordinate with the management of both the Wells
Sanitary District and the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District on
planned infrastructure changes, resource protection efforts, and climate impacts to
ensure consistency with land use planning and other municipal services.

3.
5.
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Work cooperatively with providers of utilities such as telephone/data, cable, gas
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and electricity to ensure the type, location, size, scope, quality and accessibility
are consistentwith the growth, land use, design, community character and other
policies of this Plan to meet the needs of the community.
6.

Work with all utilities in coastal portions of the community to ensure that
infrastructure improvements address the realities of climate change and sealevel rise, and are coordinated with municipal infrastructure investments and
the provision of services.

Policies
To implement these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1.

Promote a pattern of growth and development that discourages sprawl, is consistent
with the policies on land use and identified growth areas, and provides a cost effective
and efficient delivery of services consistent with the needs of Wells.Ensure that, tTo the
greatest extent possible, the water and sewer service area boundaries, both existing and
projected, should conform tobe coordinated with the Town’s growth area boundaries as
identified in this Plan.

2.

Continue to support the use of impact fees by the water and sanitary districts to
fund enlargement and expansion of their systems.

3.

Retain, and where appropriate, reconfigure the Branch Brook Aquifer
Protection District as a strategic means for protecting the Water Company
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District’s public water supply.

4.

Encourage regional solutions, when possible, through cooperative agreements
with adjacent communities and regional organizations if reduced cost and
improved services can be realized.

4.5. Continue to cooperate actively collaborate with the Towns of Sanford and
Kennebunk on the most appropriate methods for protection of the Branch Brook
Watershed and aquifer.
5.6. Work cooperatively with the water, sewer, gas, electric, telephone, cable and
other utility companies in the planning and development of facilities to ensure
that residents are properly serviced and that they are aware of the growth area
designations as well as other land use policies of this Plan.
6.7. Maintain a high level of quality of the Town's ground and surface waters,
and protection of private property, through the proper management of
wastewater and stormwater from residential, commercial and community
sources.
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7.8. Continue to explore and implement methods to reduce, re-use and re-cycle Town waste.
8.9. Ensure that the location and installation of utilities are consistent with the
Town’s appearance and character goals and polices.

Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1.

Land Use Regulations(To be developed in future update.)

Implementation Strategies
1.

Establish an ongoing dialogueContinue to communicate with the Wells
Sanitary District and the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District
water and sewer utility districts to ensure that they are aware of the growth
area designations and other land use policies of this Plan, and that land use
planning in Wells is informed by the realities each organization is facing.

2.

Reconfigure theContinue to utilize the Branch Brook Aquifer Protection
District and other initiatives to protect the Town’s water supply.

3.

Cooperate with the Towns of Sanford and Kennebunk to adopt policies and
programs, including the securing of easements, to protect the Branch Brook
watershed and aquifer.

4.

Continue to review the Town’s land use regulations to ensure the quality of the ground
and surface waters are protected through the proper management of wastewater and
stormwater from residential, commercial and community sources. This should include
preparing a specific Development Plan for drainage.

4.

Prepare a specific Development Plan for drainage.

5.

Work with appropriate utility companies to program proactively plan for public
utility improvements based upon the Comprehensive Plan’s policies and
implementation programs, and an appropriate system of priorities.

6.

Approve new developments that rely on public water only when the applicant
can prove adequate water supply for fire protection is available.

7.

Continue to explore and implement methods to reduce, re-use and re-cycle Town waste
including the composting of organic materials.

8.

Continue to work with wireless, cable and data utility system providers
proactively to ensure state of the art facilities are available for residents and
economic development.
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9.
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Explore the feasibility of implementing a program to locate overhead utility
wires along key roads, (e.g. Route 1, 9/109, 9 and 109) underground over time.
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Chapter 14 – Fiscal Capacity Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Fiscal Capacity Policies and Strategies describe goals,
policies, standards and implementation strategies related to the Town’s fiscal capacity
to accommodate growth while providing the necessary facilities and services required
by the community. Currently, the tax rate in Wells is relatively low compared to
surrounding municipalities with the one exception being Ogunquit. General
government expenses have increased 55% in the past 5 years, and debt service
expenditures have increased 67%. Overall, the Town has a very modest level of debt
and has the capacity to take on more if needed.

Goals
State Goal:
Plan for, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate anticipated growth and economic development. (Growth Management
Act)
Regional Goal:
(No goals specified)
Wells Goal:
Finance new and expanded facilities in an orderly manner consistent with the needs
and fiscal capacity of the Town.

Policies
To achieve these goals it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1.

Finance existing and future municipal facilities and services in a cost effective
manner.

1.2. Use an annual formal capital improvement planning process that considers the
Town’s capital requirements as well as coordinates with other districts such as
the school, water and sewer districts.
3.

Seek alternative means to supplement Town revenues and reduce dependence
on the property tax for its annual operating and capital budgets. This may
include grants available to assist the funding of capital investments within the
community.

2.4. Ensure that the design and construction of municipal buildings and other
infrastructure investments consider energy conservation and community
resilience.
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Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1.
1.

(To be developed in future update.)
Capital Improvement Planning Process

Implementation Strategies
1.

Appoint a committee Request the Budget Review Committee work to identify alternative
sources of revenue other than property taxes and report out on their findings at least
annually.

2.

Evaluate the use of impact fees for new development.

2.

Update and implement the Capital Improvement Plan.
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Chapter 15 – Flood Hazard Mitigation and
Adaptation Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Flood Hazard Mitigation a n d A d a p t a t i o n Policies and
Strategies describe goals,policies, standards, and implementation strategies related to mitigating
managing flood hazards.

Purpose and Background
The Town of Wells, Maine prepared this Flood Hazard Mitigation and Adaptation Plan (hereafter
referred to as theasthe Plan) because the Town historically has experienced flood-related damage.
The Town is also likely to experience increased damage in the future as flood hazards become
more severe with climate impacts, including sea level rise, more frequent and intense precipitation
events, and storm surge. The following factors contributed to that decision:





History of coastal flooding and beach erosion in Wells
Number of National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) policies and claims
Number of repetitive flood losses in Wells
Projected climate change impacts

Assistance from the Floodplain Mitigation Assistance Program (FMAP) enabled the Town to
complete the Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan that was included in the 2005 Comprehensive Plan and
updated for this Comprehensive Plan. This Plan is an integral part of the Town of Wells’
Comprehensive Plan.
Clarifying question for CPUC about above paragraph: Was assistance provided by the Flood
Mitigation Assistance Program through FEMA or by the Maine Floodplain Management
Program? Or some other program?
Flooding
As mentioned, this Plan has been was prepared for the Town due to the recurring flooding events
throughout the community as well as the number of National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
insurance claims. In September of 1936, February of 1978, August of 1991 (Hurricane Bob) and
October of 1991 (No Name Storm unnamed storm), the Town of Wells experienced serious
flooding and sustained damage along Atlantic and Ocean Avenues, Webhannet Drive and along
the Webhannet River and the Merriland River and other rivers and streams. The affects effects of
the a 100 year flood the October 30 – 31, 1991 No Name storm, which was a 100-year flood
event, included flooding on Drake’s Island, Moody Beach and Ocean Avenue. The storm flooded
both sides of Ocean and Atlantic Avenues, damaging approximately 450 homes. The storm caused
inland damage along the Bragdon Road and Branch Road/Mildram Road areas. Businesses,
residential units, streets, bridges, other structures and public facilities suffered damage. In more
recent years, Wells has experienced significant flooding and damage from a number of coastal
storm events. Notable storms, as well as conditions and impacts associated with future sea level
rise, are referenced in Appendix A, Chapter 3, Section E. Flood Hazards.
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The Town considers this Plan to be a critical tool in minimizing future flood damage and adverse
impacts on residents, visitors, infrastructure, and the economy.
Flood Hazard Mitigation and Adaptation
Hazard mitigation means any action taken to reduce or eliminate the long-term risk to human life
and property from natural hazards. Hazard mitigation is not a one-time event, but rather an ongoing process designed to identify hazards and to propose ways to reduce or eliminate dangers and
risks associated with the hazards. Hazard mitigation planning allows towns to address current and
future flood risk in near-term decision-making. It is not only essential for protecting people,
property, natural resources, and the local economy, it is also a wise investment of limited
municipal funds. The National Institute of Building Sciences found that for every one dollar
invested in hazard mitigation, communities save six dollars in avoided future disaster costs.
Hazard adaptation means responding to the impacts of a hazard, such as flooding, or decreasing vulnerability of
something (e.g., a roadway, private house, or municipal building) to the effects of a hazard. Elevating a home in
a flood prone area is an example of adaptation. Adequate planning for flood hazards requires both mitigation and
adaptation strategies. Strategies should be designed to be flexible to allow for changes in local conditions as well
as shifting flood hazards in order to most effectively protect people, property, and the natural environment and
increase community resilience to coastal hazards.

Nationally, the U.S. Government, including the U.S. Congress, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the NFIP are concerned with the extensive amount of damage
caused by both coastal and riverine flooding and the consequent amount of federal disaster
assistance. As a result, the federal government has encouraged states and municipalities to
prepare a Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan to identify ways to reduce the risk from flooding and
perhaps eliminate flood hazards. In some communities where flooding conditions are significant,
disaster assistance in the future may not be available unless a community prepares and follows a
Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan. Such a plan provides the community with a pathway to receive
federal assistance for implementation activities designed around specific mitigation projects.
Flood mitigation and adaptation planning involves a technical analysis of the existing
conditions relating t o th e flooding conditions and a review of alternative strategies that are
practical, realistic and achievable for the Town. The strategy provides the Town with direction as
to preferred actions the Town can take to reduce and prevent damage to property, life and natural
resources and thus enhance the overall quality of life for residents and visitors to Wells.
Flood hazard mitigation and adaptation techniques can vary, but may include:
► More restrictive floodplain development standards designed to reduce the risk from

flooding in a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) and areas vulnerable to storm surge and
sea level rise.
► Land use plans that discourage public and private investments in floodplains and areas vulnerable to
storm surge and sea level rise.
► Priority mitigation projects such as acquisition, relocation, flood retrofitting, drainage
improvements and seawall protection.
► Flood retrofitting improvements to residential buildings.
► Public education efforts that stress the benefits of using coastal natural resources to buffer
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the affectseffects of coastal storms, and surges, and sea level rise.
► Public education efforts geared to property owners as to the actions they can take to protect
themselves and their property from flood damage.
Plan Benefits and Implementation
Several benefits accrue to the Town from participation in a flood hazard mitigation planning
program. The primary benefit is to encourage public safety by reducing damage to personal
property and harm to residents and visitors. Examples include retrofitting homes so that they are
flood resistant and retrofitting bridges so damage is lessened. Mitigation and adaptation activities
can reduce storm impacts including the cost of post-disaster clean up and recovery.
Formal adoption and implementation of the Plan enables the Town of Wells to secure additional credit
points in the NFIP sponsored Community Rating System (CRS). The Town currently does not participates
in the CRS, but did in the past. The CRS recognizes the community’s efforts that go beyondthe minimum
NFIP requirements of flood plain management by reducing the flood insurance premiums for property
owners located in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA). The discounts provide an incentive for the Town
and the property owners to become involved in new flood mitigation activities and flood plain planning and
preparedness activities.
FEMA recently updated the NFIP methodology used to determine flood insurance premiums through the
implementation of a new pricing methodology called Risk Rating 2.0. The methodology is aimed at
developing insurance rates that are actuarily sound, equitable, easier to understand and better reflect a
property’s flood risk. For some flood insurance policy holders, that means an increase in their annual
premium payment. As of May 2021, Wells had the greatest number of NFIP flood insurance policies in
effect as well as the highest insurance premium prices of not only all communities in York County, but in
the entire state of Maine. Since 1978, Wells property owners have filed the greatest number of NFIP flood
insurance claims of all municipalities in the entire state, and the number of claims is nearly double that of
the York County community with the second highest claim number. Additionally, Wells property owners
have the 3rd highest payment amount for flood insurance claims in the entire state. As sea levels continue to
rise, precipitation events become more intense, and storms occur more frequently, costly damage to homes
will not only continue, but intensify, and more properties and people within Wells will be at risk of
flooding. Wells’ renewal of its participation in the CRS program would help to offset potential flood
insurance costs for property owners and help the Town continue its flood mitigation and adaptation efforts.
Preparation and implementation of the Plan increases the Town of Wells’ opportunities for
additional federal assistance including FEMA’s pre-disaster Flood Mitigation Assistance Program
and its post-disaster Hazard Mitigation Grant Program. The Maine Emergency Management
Agency provides a priority in its grant programs to communities who have prepared a
comprehensive and well designedwell- designed Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan. Pre-planning
activities enable the post-disaster and recovery efforts to operate in a smooth and efficient manner.
In addition to building support for implementation activities, the Plan advances the community
outreach and public education component of the flood mitigation effort.
Plan Scope
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The scope of this Plan includes the entire land area contained within the boundaries of the Town of
Wells, Maine. The Plan pays special attention to the Little River, Ogunquit River, Webhannet
River, Merriland River, Wells Bay and the coastal areas of Wells. The effective Flood Insurance
Study (FIS) and the accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), prepared for the Town of
Wells by the Federal Emergency Management Agency was very helpful inused for the preparation
of the Plan. Additionally, maps depicting the inundation extent of sea level rise projections and
storm surge were considered in the development of the Plan to ensure it addresses both existing
and future flood hazards. While this Plan addresses flooding concerns in Wells, Maine, the Town
recognizes the benefits of coordinating floodplain management activities with its neighboring
communities.
Note: Maps showing inundation and impacts of sea level rise and storm surge have been prepared for
Wells through the Tides, Taxes, and New Tactics Project, New England Climate Adaptation Project,
and the SMPDC-led regional economic resilience planning project. Those maps can be utilized to
inform the policies and implementation policies.
Policies and Implementation Strategies
The Comprehensive Plan’s Flood Hazard Mitigation and Adaptation Policies and Implementation
Strategies section describes the goals, policies, standards and implementation strategies related to
mitigating and adapting to flood hazards in Wells. Integrating flood risk, climate change
considerations, and coastal flood resilience strategies into municipal planning, policies,
expenditures, and infrastructure decisions will help to protect people, physical infrastructure, and
public investments. Future development should be guided away from flood-prone areas and
redevelopment should incorporate flood risk reduction measures to protect people and property.

Goals
State Goal:
Each municipality shall prevent inappropriate development in natural hazard areas, including flood
plainsfloodplains and areas of high erosion. (Maine Growth Management Act)
Growth Management Program Goals:
F. To protect the State's other critical natural resources, including without limitation,
wetlands, wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shorelands, scenic vistas and
unique natural areas.
N. To plan for the effects of the rise in sea level on buildings, transportation
infrastructure, sewage treatment facilities and other relevant state, regional,
municipal or privately held infrastructure, property or resources.
Wells Goals:
1.
Identify and protect existing populations, buildings and facilities, which are at risk due to
potential flooding conditions associated with existing and future flood hazards, including
sea level rise and storm surge.
2.
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Reduce the potential damage to both private and public property due to flooding
conditions associated with existing and future flood hazards, including sea level rise and
storm surge.
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3.

Identify specific land use policies, projects and programs that will mitigate and reduce
future flood related damages and adapt to future flood conditions, including sea level rise
and storm surge. Note: This suggestion is based on public comments from outreach
and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.

4.

Recommend specific actions the Town should take to mitigate and reduce damages
caused by coastal and riverine flooding, storm surge, and sea level rise.

5.

Qualify the Town of Wells for federal flood mitigation grant assistance, which can assist
in the Plan’s implementation. Has this been done?

6.

Involve local officials, affected property owners and the general public in the Plan’s
preparation so that broad acceptance is achieved.

7.

Conduct a public education and outreach program to inform the public about the risks
associated with development in the floodplain and areas vulnerable to storm surge and
sea level rise.

7.8. Conduct an education and outreach program to inform the public about climate changerelated flood hazards and associated impacts to Wells. Note: This suggestion is based on
public comments from outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive
Plan update.
8.9. Protect and preserve the natural and beneficial functions of floodplains and coastal areas subject to
existing and future flood hazards.

Policies
To achieve these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1.

Ensure that an accurate inventory of the properties located in the Special Flood Hazard
Area is completed and maintained.

1.2. Conduct an inventory of properties and infrastructure located in areas subject to sea level
rise and storm surge impacts based on the scenarios recommended for planning purposes
by the Maine Four-Year Plan for Climate Action.
2.3. Review the Town’s local land use regulations on a regular basis to ensure they are
consistent with the latest National Flood Insurance Program and any other requirements
and reduce hazardous floodplain flood plain risks.
4.
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Review the Town’s land use regulations to identify opportunities for incorporating
measures and standards that increase the resilience of development to flooding and
provide enhanced flood risk reduction for areas vulnerable to future flood hazards,
including sea level rise and storm surge. Note: This suggestion is based on public
comments from outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan
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update.
3.5. Provide incentives for property owners in the flood plain floodplain area and areas
vulnerable to existing and future flooding, including sea level rise and storm surge, to
properly floodproof their properties and to make their properties more flood damage
resistant.
4.6. Ensure that improvements to existing public investments are built to minimize potential
damage from existing flooding and future flood hazards, including sea level rise and
storm surge, situations through proper stormwater management and floodplain
management practices.
5.7. Identify flood hazard mitigation and adaptation projects in consultation with local, state
and federal officials, property owners and the community at large.
6.8. Identify and seek assistance from federal, state and local sources for flood hazard
mitigation and adaptation projects.
7.9. Educate property owners in the flood plain floodplain and areas vulnerable to future flood
hazards, including sea level rise and storm surge, and the community at large about the
risks of building in those the flood plain areas and techniques to reduce the risks.
8.10. Examine the potential for financial incentives to landowners in the flood plainfloodplain
area and areas subject to future flooding, including sea level rise and storm surge,
through state or federal programs for maintaining their property in open space.
11.

Discourage new public and private investment in the floodplain area and areas vulnerable
to future flooding, including sea level rise and storm surge, that would encourage
growth in those areas.

9.12. Partner with neighboring municipalities to assess and address flood hazards and
undertake flood adaptation and resilience planning initiatives and projects.

Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1.
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Implementation Strategies
Note: Wells’ reports from recent coastal flooding projects, including the New England
Climate Adaptation Project, Tides, Taxes, and New Tactics project, and Flood Resilience
Checklist process, should be reviewed for policies, strategies, and actions.
Planning
Establish a Flood Hazard Mitigation and Adaptation Committee to ensure the Plan
remains current. Review this Plan once a year and update it every three years.
Question: Is this Plan being updating on a regular basis?

Prevention
Prevention activities include planning and zoning, open space preservation, floodplain
development regulations, stormwater management, drainage improvements and predisaster mitigation activities.
Land Use Planning Activities
1.
Identify local and state policies, programs and practices that directly or
indirectly promote growth and development in the Special Flood Hazard Area
and areas subject to future flood hazards and increase the potential for coastal
damage due to flooding conditions. Once these policies and programs have
been updated, recommend policy and regulatory changes that will discourage
growth and development in the Special Flood Hazard Area and areas
vulnerable to future flood hazards, including sea level rise and storm surge.
2.

Work with local, state, and federal conservation organizations such as the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service to identify and, acquire, and conserve parcels in the
Special Flood Hazard Area and those in areas vulnerable to future flood
hazards that have the potential to reduce the risk from flooding.

3.

Consider the inclusion of a floodplain management and sea level rise criteria
as the Town formulates its open space strategy for management and
acquisition of open space lands to promote conservation of areas vulnerable to
flooding. Note: This suggestion is based on public comments from
outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.

4.

Amend the Town’s Floodplain Management Ordinance (Chapter 115) to be
consistent with State requirements after the Town has adopted accepted the
new Flood Insurance Study (FIS) and Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM).
Incorporate enhanced flood resilience measures and standards for
development in the Floodplain Management Ordinance that exceed the
minimum State requirements.

5.

Review the findings and conclusions of the Wells Bay Planning Committee to
determine what recommendations should be included in the Town’s floodplain
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management program and public education activities.
Note: The following suggestions are based on public comments from outreach
and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.
5.6. Amend the Town’s land use ordinances to include flood resilience measures
and standards and direct development away from areas that are vulnerable to
existing and future flood hazards.
6.7. Amend the Town’s land use ordinances to promote land conservation and
protection of open space, especially for subdivisions and large developments.
7.8. Increase setbacks for all waterbodies to accommodate climate change impacts,
including storms of increasing intensity and frequency and sea level rise.
8.9. Consider implementing a land bank program to support land conservation,
especially in areas vulnerable to existing and future flood hazards and areas
that can support landward migration of critical natural resources, such as
saltmarshes, to address the impacts of climate change.
9.10.
Stormwater management and drainage improvements
1. Conduct an inventory of all culverts, and bridgesculverts, bridges, and
stormwater infrastructure components to determine their adequacy to handle the
100-year flood event i.e., determine their capability to provide for the efficient
runoff of peak stormwater discharge and to prevent localized flooding
conditions.
2. Seek the assistance and cooperation of landowners to gain access to drainage
ways so debris can be removed to improve drainage. Because the existing
drainage ways have become plugged over time and there is a 1 to 1 ½ feet
change in elevation, some coastal areas experience minor and, on occasion,
moderate flood conditions. This should restore tosome degree the drainage
system function.
3. Initiate a regular program to clean out and maintain existing catch basins on
public lands orrights-of-way so that they can retain an adequate amount of water
during periods of peak discharge.
4. Ensure that all proposed developments have an acceptable stormwater retention
plan and drainage plan as part of the subdivision and site plan review process.
5. Adopt regulations for stormwater management and ensure they account for climate
change and expected increases in precipitation frequency and intensity.
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6. Conduct an assessment of the impacts of sea level rise, storm surge, and more frequent
and intense precipitation events on stormwater infrastructure.
7. Require new and redevelopment to employ low impact development measures for
stormwater management. Note: This suggestion is based on public comments from
outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.
8. Use Stream Smart principles when designing culvert upgrades and replacements.
9. Investigate establishing a municipal fund to support infrastructure improvements that
enhance the community’s resilience to coastal and flood hazards.
Property Protection
1. Property protection activities include relocation, acquisition, demolition,
building elevation, floodretrofittingflood retrofitting, retrofitting and insurance.
The Town should consider focusing its initial efforts on the seven repetitive loss
properties.
2. Conduct a flood hazard audit and analysis of the seven repetitive loss properties
located on Atlantic and Ocean Avenues, and Webhannet Drive, and other floodprone areas of town to determine how the risks can be reduced.
3. Ensure that all critical public facilities such as the Wells Sanitary Sewer District
facilities and the KKW’s water system plant are properly floodproofed to
prevent the infiltration of floodwaters. These facilities should be adequately
insured against the risk of flood damage.
4. Identify residential and commercial properties in the Special Flood Hazard Area
and areas vulnerable to storm surge and sea level rise that would be appropriate
candidates for structural improvements such as elevation and retrofitting to
reduce the risk of flood damage.
5. Work with property owners within the floodplain to identify loan programs for
floodproofing or other appropriate mitigation activities for structures located
within the Special Flood Hazard Area.
5.6.Work with FEMA, conservation groups, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Program,
other appropriate partners and property owners to identify and pursue
opportunities to purchase properties repeatedly damaged by flood hazards and
conserve them as open space. Note: This suggestion is based on public
comments from outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive
Plan update
6.7.Initiate a pilot mitigation program to provide additional incentives for
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residential and commercial buildings located in the flood hazard area and areas
vulnerable to sea level rise. For example, if a sufficient number of projects were
generated in a localized area, a local contractor may be able to offer a discount
to property owners who wish to elevate or retrofit their structures.
Natural Resource Protection
(Natural resource protection includes dune stabilization, beach nourishment,
wetlandprotection, and erosion and sediment control measures and best
management practices.)
1.

1.
Seek engineering assistance to review the Town’s practice of relocating
sand to the eroded beach area at the beginning of Laudholm Beach at the
northeastern part of Drake’s Island.

2.

Work with state and federal partners to evaluate the feasibility of beach
nourishment though the beneficial reuse of dredged material where
appropriate.

3.

Conduct an assessment of how Wells’ beaches and other coastal resources will
be impacted by sea level rise and increasing erosion.

4.

Work with regional, state, and federal partners to investigate opportunities to
protect natural resources and areas that provide natural flood mitigation
benefits.

5.

Preserve and protect natural wetland and coastal waterbody buffers through
zoning, increased regulatory setbacks for development and land conservation.
Note: This suggestion is based on public comments from outreach and
engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.

Emergency Services
(Emergency services include flood warning, flood response, critical facilities and public
health and safety maintenance.)
1.

Review and update the Town’s local Emergency Response Plan. Since the
Plan was first prepared, changes in land use have occurred with new
commercial and industrial development, and in the emergency planning
context, such as the flood warning notification system, the updated evacuation
plans and the Emergency Alert System (EAS). An updated Emergency
Response Plan should reflect these changes.

2.

Conduct a tabletop flood response drill once a year to test the notification and
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communication procedures, the responders’ knowledge of their procedures
and the extentof local resources such as sandbags, barricades, generators and
shelters.
3.

Complete evacuation route signage.

4.

Provide additional support to the Town’s Emergency Management Director in
the form of a computer and part time administrative assistance.

Structural Projects
(Structural projects include seawalls, floodwalls and beach nourishment.)
1.

Continue to repair and improve the seawall footing along Webhannet Drive by
placing sheet pile facade in from the existing seawall. This project provides
protection from storm and flood damage to properties along Webhannet Drive.
The project should continue for approximately 1,500 feet at an estimated cost
of $1,600,000. This project should be completed over a 5 to 7 year period.
Is this still a strategy the updated Comprehensive Plan should reference?

2.

Monitor the results of the recently completed beach nourishment program so
that minor alterations can be made, as needed.

Public Information and Engagement
(As one of the initial members in the Community Rating System (CRS) program, Wells
has been was previously active in various public information and education programs
associated with an effective floodplain management program.) The Town should
continue education and engagement efforts regarding flood hazards facing Wells and
flood mitigation and adaptation. Public engagement includes information campaigns,
education and outreach programs, community discussions, and technical assistance.
1.

Initiate public information and engagement activities including providing:
a. FIRM map information
b. Sea level rise and storm surge hazards, impacts, and community vulnerability
information
b.c. Technical assistance on the floodplain regulations and flood mitigation activities
c.d. Information at the library
d.e. Outreach projects
e.f. Real estate disclosure
g. Environmental education
f.h. Flood mitigation actions that property owners can implement to protect their homes
and businesses.
i. Coordination with adjacent communities.
g.j. Opportunities for residents and property owners to share their flood hazard
knowledge, concerns, and experiences, as well as ideas for flood adaptation and
mitigation activities, with town officials.
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Note: This suggestion is based on public comments from outreach and
engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan update.
2.

Prepare a public information brochure that describes in detail the
comprehensive nature of the Town’s floodplain management program, flood
resilience, and sea level rise adaptation activities. Note: This suggestion is
based on public comments from outreach and engagement efforts for the
Comprehensive Plan update.

3.

Establish a committee of concerned flood hazard property owners who are
advocates of the Town’s floodplain management and flood adaptation and
resilience efforts. Use the committee as a sounding board for new ideas and
initiatives regarding an effective floodplain management and climate change
resilience program. Note: This suggestion is based on public comments
from outreach and engagement efforts for the Comprehensive Plan
update.

4.

Use the community cable access program to publicize the Town’s floodplain
management programs and sea level rise adaptation and resilience efforts.
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Chapter 16 – Planning and Management
Policies and Strategies
Introduction
The Comprehensive Plan’s Planning and Management Policies and Strategies
describe goals,policies, standards and implementation strategies related to Town
planning and management. The intent of this section is to ensure coordination
across the many topics and needs addressed in this planning document. Wells is
committed to the holistic implementation of this Plan, and that will require the
ongoing coordination of municipal boards, committees, and professional staff
throughout the implementation phase of this planning process.

Goals
State Goal:
Plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public services to
accommodate anticipated growth and economic development. (Growth
Management Act)
Regional Goal:
Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public service delivery through
formal andinformal means of inter-local cooperation and communication.
No goal is available at the regional level.
Wells Goals:
1.
Promote a pattern of growth and development that allows for cost effective
delivery of services that is consistent with the needs and fiscal capacity of the
Town.
2.

Program public facility improvements through a Capital Improvement Program
based upon the policies and actions of the Comprehensive Plan and its updates.
Ensure adequate planning to mitigate civil emergencies.

3.

Continue to upgrade the professional and voluntary planning and management
capability of the Town to plan for the future and regulate the quality of new
development.

4.

Maintain inter-community communications among the Town departments,
Town committees and commissions and other levels of government.

Policies
To achieve these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
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1.

Promote a pattern of growth and development that discourages sprawl and is
consistent with the policies on land use, that allows for cost effective delivery
of services consistent with the needs of Wells.

2.

Maintain and enhance the Town facilities and services to provide for the health
and safetyof the Town’s residents.

3.

Encourage public/private cooperation in planning for, and financing,
improvements to theTown’s public facilities.

4.

Ensure all students have the opportunities to receive the best possible and
affordable education so they acquire the necessary skills and knowledge to
make a positive contribution to the community.

5.

Promote sustainable resource use by all Town departments.

6.1. Maintain inter-community communications among the Town departments,
town committees and commissions and other levels of government.
7.2. Provide adequate, high quality staff support to the Town's various boards and
commissions to inform and guide their efforts.
8.3. Support the enforcement of the Town's land use regulations in a fair and
equitable manner.
9.

Develop a program for working with the School District on planning for future
school needs.

10.4. Encourage educational programs about Town planning and management for
volunteers of all ages involved that incorporate a variety of community
resources including conservation lands, historic resources, community facilities
and local business.

Standards
To achieve these policies, the following are Town of Wells’ standards to guide development:
1.
(To be developed in future update.)An Annual Meeting will be held with
representatives of all municipal boards, committees, and town staff from each department.
2.

Comprehensive Plan Implementation Matrix

Implementation Strategies
1.
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another including geographic information.
2.

2 Monitor the space needs of Town Hall and consider a future plan for
efficient use or expansion or reconfiguration of Town facilities as the need
arises to ensure high quality and efficient level of service.

3.

Continue to review the needs of all other community facilities to determine the
need for replacement or additions including, but not limited to: fire substations,
police station, highway department and recreational facilities.

4.

Continue to monitor all town-owned properties and resources to ensure that
there is a program for ongoing capital maintenance, repairs and acquisition.

5.

Program public facility improvements through a Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) thatis based upon the Comprehensive Plan’s policies and
implementation strategies and an appropriate system of priorities.

6.2. Develop and implement Town planning and management educational programs
for volunteers of all ages involved in the business of the community which use
a variety of community resources including conservation lands, historic
resources, community facilities and local businesses.
3.

Establish a monthly municipal newsletter that includes inter-department/interboard newsletter to communicate appropriate information to be shared among
the Town departments and town committees and commissionswith the general
public.

7.4. Host an annual meeting of all municipal boards, committees, and department
staff to share updates on the work being completed by each entity and priorities
in the year ahead that relate to the implementation of this Plan.
8.

Conserve the Town's financial and environmental resources through group
purchasing and waste reduction and recycling.

9.5. Work directly with the businesses and community groups of Wells to
determine areas where cost sharing for municipal facilities and services
may be appropriate.
6.

Establish a continuing program for re-monitoring and evaluating the policies
and implementing the programs established by the this Comprehensive Plan.

10.7. Communicate the results of the coordinated implementation of this
Comprehensive Plan to the public, and engage them in this process ahead of
critical votes or requests for financial support.
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Chapter 17 – Regional Coordination Policies and
Strategies
The Comprehensive Plan’s Regional Coordination Policies and Strategies describe
goals,policies, standards and implementation strategies related to regional
coordination. These regional coordination efforts are intended to manage the shared
resources and infrastructure in Wells and the surrounding communities. This
includes but is not limited to surface waters, aquifers, coastal resources, housing
opportunities, and transportation facilities. Given the demand on transportation
infrastructure, the need for a range of housing solutions, and the impact of
development and sea-level rise on resources regionally Wells will benefit greatly
from this regional collaboration.

Goals
State Goal:
Cooperate with local, regional and federal agencies and organizations to continually
improve planning and resource management.
Regional Goal:
Cooperate with local, State, regional, Federal, and other agencies to
continually improveplanning and management.
Wells Goals:
Coordinate with Federal, State regional and local agencies and organizations to continually
improve the planning and management of Wells and the many resources within while
meeting civic needs.

Policies
To implement these goals, it is the policy of the Town of Wells to:
1. Work with appropriate Federal, State, regional and local agencies and
organizations to implement the goals, policies, and implementation strategies
related to the land use, transportation, housing, natural resources, economic
development, marine resources and other issues addressed in this
Comprehensive Plan.

Implementation Strategies
1.

Continue the cooperative relationship with the Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve to expand the water quality monitoring program.

2.

Work with adjacent communities to maintain or improve water quality
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standards for surface waters that occur in more than one community.
Specifically, work with the Towns of Sanford and Kennebunk to undertake
policies and programs for the protection of the Branch Brook watershed and
aquifer.
3.

Ensure that the water quality of Ell Pond is not degraded by working with the
Town of Sanford to implement a consistent set of standards for water quality
protection.

4.

Work cooperatively with the US Fish and Wildlife, the Maine Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife Department, and other local, State and Federal agencies to manage
and protect high value habitat and areas for significant habitat and rare and
endangered species while addressing the realities of climate change and its
impact on these resources and other infrastructure in Wells.

5.

Continue to work with the Department of Marine Resources, the Wells National
Estuarine Research Reserve and the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection to ensure the viability of the recreational shellfish harvesting
program and prohibit any commercial harvesting.

6.

Actively participate with the Maine Department of Transportation on any all
active projects in Town including thewhile advocating for a comprehensive US
Route 1 Corridor Study, and on the implementing the Route 109 Improvement
Program between Exit 19 and the High Pine area.

7.

Work cooperatively with the MDOT to ensure that there is proper planning and
implementation of any all projects in TownWells, and that a “complete and
green streets” approach is incorporated.

8.

Participate in the MDOT Regional Needs Assessment process in order to
coordinate local transportation planning with the regional and State efforts, and
to become aware of funding and program opportunities.

9.

Work cooperatively with the Maine Turnpike Authority for to attract and retain
a major bus company to provide Boston to Portland bus service with stops in
Wells.

10.

Establish an ongoing dialogue with all utility providers to ensure that they are
aware of the growth area designations, as well sea-level rise projections,
complete street policies, andas the other policies of established in this Plan.

11.

Work cooperatively with other Towns to help implement the regional Eastern
Trail system.

12.

Work cooperatively with the Maine Department of Transportation for a new
Turnpike interchange between Wells and Ogunquit to ease traffic congestion on
Route 1.
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13.

Continue to work with the Town of Sanford on the Route 109 corridor study
andto implement its the recommendations when completeof the Route 109
Corridor Study.

13.

Participate in regional approaches within York County that address housing
choice and the creation of workforce housing options that fit with the Visions
of the communities involved.
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Part 4 – Capital Investment Strategy
Introduction
A “Capital Investment Strategy” highlights the capital investments needed to manage growth
in Wells. It is not a formal capital improvements program (CIP), but it will serve as a guide to
future capital expenditures that relate to the Town’s growth. It is to be updated annually and
contains in its appendix a Five YearFive-Year CIP.
In addition to the major investments identified in this section, the Town also faces other smaller,
ongoing capital expenditures. For example, it must continually replace and maintain vehicles
and equipment or address other existing deficiencies that are unrelated to growth. This chapter
does not address those “as needed” items and instead only deals only with items needed to
accommodate growth or to meet the policies of this Comprehensive Plan.
Two major capital items -- public water and public sewer – are the responsibilities of separate,
independent districts. The Town’s capital investments therefore are free of these items except
to the extent that the Town itself wishes to initiate the extension of one of the systems for its
own purpose (such as to support economic development). However, as stated elsewhere in this
Plan, coordination between the Town and the utilities is important to the success of the Plan.
The Town is fortunate to have a good working relationship with both the Wells Sanitary
District and the KK&W Water District.
The Wells / Ogunquit Community School District (CSD) was formed in 1980 through the vote
of both communities as a part of the State Legislature action to allow Ogunquit to separate
from the Town of Wells. The ownership of the school facilities was turned over to the CSD at
that time. New facilities are bonded through a vote of the two towns and debt retirement is the
responsibility of the Towns of Wells and Ogunquit through the CSD statutory funding formula.
In recent referendum in 2001, the voters agreed to bond up to $19.5 million for the
construction of a new elementary school and renovations to the Junior High School. In that
same referendum, the voters of Wells donated public lands purchased in the 1990’s for future
siting of municipal facilities next to Town Hall to the CSD for the purpose of constructing the
new Elementary School. This facility was constructed
It also should be noted that a capital investment item, as opposed to capital expenditure that
typically would be found in an operating budget, usually involves a large expenditure paid for
over time or with the help of outside funds. Financing over time does not necessarily mean
borrowing. It may involve a reserve fund or a tool such as tax increment financing. But,
frequently, the best way to finance a capital investment is through borrowing. Section 10 of
the Inventory reviewed the Town’s fiscal capacity and outstanding capital debt. It documented
that Wells’ debt level as of 2003 was $26.88 million, including its share of school debts. Of
this amount, $1.24 million is the Town’s own debt and $25.64 million is from the CSD. Wells
has a very modest level of long-term debt relative to its borrowing capacity. Debt obligations
in Fiscal Year 2020 amounted to about 1.05% of the total municipal valuation. As of June 30,
2020, the total amount of long-term debt carried by the Town of Wells was $16,213,148. In
addition to the Town’s debt, Wells owes a much higher level of debt to the Wells-Ogunquit
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Consolidated School District. As of June 2020, the CSD’s total outstanding debt level was
$22,948,385 ($22.25 million in principal, $723,385 million in interest). Of the total
amount, Wells’ current share is set at 78.77 %. This is pegged to present levels of enrollment
and property valuation and changes each year as the two variables change. At the current
level, though, Wells’ obligation is estimated to be $18.04 million. Adding together Town and
School debts, the total debt level of the Town of Wells as of June 2020 is $34,289,590, or
1.05% of the Town’s total property valuation. The Town therefore has substantial capacity to
take on additional debt to finance capital projects if it so chooses. This level is well within the
limits of measures of credit worthiness for a town of its size, and the payout schedule is rapid.
Each of the capital investments derived from the Comprehensive Plan is rated by priority. The
rating system is:







Urgent: First priority. The improvement is required to address an immediate public health
or safety problem, to comply with a governmental regulation or mandate, or to complete an
important, unfinished project. Failure to address the problem or mandate would hinder the
Town’s ability to accommodate expected growth.
Necessary: Second priority. The project is not needed to solve an immediate public health
or safety problem but should be undertaken in the near future.
Growth Dependent: Third priority. The project gives the Town the ability to
accommodate expected growth and would enhance the community’s quality of life, but the
improvement can wait until other more pressing projects are finished and additional funds
are available.
Desirable, further study required: Fourth priority. The project would allow for ideal
operations given the projected growth, but can be deferred without detriment to delivering
the basic services.

Capital Investments
This section outlines the capital investment needs by department for the Town of Wells. All
cost figures expressed here only account for cost of buildings and facilities and do not include
any potential land costs.
1. General Administration
As documented in Section 9 (Public Facilities and Utilities) of the Inventory, Wells Town Hall
is overcrowded and no longer meets the needs of the Town’s growing population. After several
unsuccessful attempts to expand Town Hall over the past ten years, the 2004 Town Meeting
finally approved funds to expand the building to accommodate more office space for the Town’s
Code Enforcement and Planning staff and to improve the building’s accessibility. Project
completed
These improvements will help to meet current deficiencies, but they will not be sufficient to
serve the Town’s needs for office and meeting space for the next 10 years. Additional Town Hall
space will be needed, either at the location of the existing facility or at a satellite location. The
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estimated cost of expanding Town Hall is $4 million.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
2.1.
Public Safety
Project completed
Police Department: The Police Department has been in the same location since 1986 and its
space and equipment needs have now been maximized at its present location. Space needs of
the Police Department will need to be considered in the near future.
A particular concern is the location of the current facility in the Route 1 corridor. Considering
that much of Wells’ growth is occurring further from the coast, there may need to be a greater
police presence in the Town’s inland area. To meet the Town’s needs, a new Police Station
needs to be built and an additional substation may be needed as well. The estimated cost of a
new main station would be $2.5 million, and the cost of a substation would be $500,000.
Priority Rating: Growth Dependent
Fire Department: The Wells Fire Department operates three two stations at this time, the
main station at Wells Corner and two substations at Wells Branch and Highpine one located
by the Public Works buildings on North Berwick Road. The two substations are both
outdated and were identified in the Inventory as not being the ideal locations to serve the
Town’s growing population, particularly in its southern and western sections. It is
recommended that these two facilities be replaced with two new substations: a northern one
in the Sanford/Meetinghouse Road area and a southern one in the Littlefield/Bear’s Den Road
area. Each of these stations is estimated to cost $1 million, for a total investment need of $2
million. Based on NFPA standards additional stations should be considered within the town
to meet the four minute response times to 90% of the community. These stations will need to
house several firefighters/EMTs, along with a fire engine and an ambulance based on the
most recent MRI study on “Fire and Emergency Medical Services.
In addition to these new stations, an addition to the main station at Wells Corner is needed as
well. This addition would allow the main station to raise its level of service in the coastal areas
of the Town. Its estimated cost is $750,000. Project completed
Priority Ratings:
New substations: Growth
DependentNecessary
Addition to Wells Corner station:
Necessary
3.2.

Public Works

Garage: The existing public works garage on Route 9 (North Berwick Road) is 50 years old, outdated, and
lacks some of the basic equipment for efficiency and safety, such as adequate ventilation and proper
overhead doors. A lean-to facility houses much of the equipment along with a donated round metal garage
building. The fueling depot is not in compliance with DEP Underground Tank regulations and an above
ground storage facility is being investigated. The estimated cost for a new garage is $3.5 million. Project
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completed

The existing public works garage on Route 9 (North Berwick Road) is 10 years old. Not all the
equipment fits in the new building, and the building is not easily expandable. The current facility
does not have a room large enough to allow for an area sufficiently large enough to get the entire
staff together for health and safety training. If any additional equipment is added, it will have to
be housed outdoors because there is no more available space.
The old garage lacks some of the basic equipment for efficiency and safety, such as adequate
ventilation and proper overhead doors. A donated round metal garage building houses the rest of
the equipment but is unheated and not well suited to this use. The fueling depot is not supported
by an uninterruptable power supply. A generator has to be manual started to power the garage,
and the pumps must be manually reset after a power outage.
If more lane miles are added to the town’s roadway system, additional equipment and personnel
will be needed to provide the current level of service. It is anticipated that MS-4 environmental
requirements will be expanded to include Wells in the area covered by these rules. This will
mean expanded maintenance and reporting requirements,
Priority Rating: Urgent
Sand and salt shed: Sand and salt shed: To meet a State mandate, the Town must build a sand
and salt storage shed facility. The MDOT Salt Shed Priority program rates Wells a “2” with 1
the highest need. A salt shed reserve fund has been established with the Town appropriating
funds to engineer and design it. The new shed will be able to store 5,000 cubic yards of sand/salt
mix. Its location is on the Highway Department site. The estimated cost of this facility is $1.4
million Project completed
The town has an updated salt storage facility. Routine maintenance is performed on the metal
roof but will need replacement in 5 years.
Solid waste disposal: Disposal of domestic solid waste is managed through MERC from the
Wells Transfer Facility off the Willy Hill Road. The facility was constructed on the parcel
containing the Town’s Landfill that was officially closed in 1986 and DEP Closure in 1996. The
Transfer Station has been added onto in 2000 to include a recycling building. The Landfill
requires water quality monitoring annually. The Transfer Station operation has become
dependant on a Solid Waste and Material Broker for all materials other than solid waste. The
Town contracts for hauling services of its waste trailers to MERC. These very expensive trailers
wear out fairly quickly and are thus considered capital equipment. Replacing them all would cost
$100,000. Project completed
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
4.3.

Flood Hazard Mitigation

The Public Works Department has identified flood problem areas in Wells:
 Mile Road
 Eldridge Road
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Furbish Road at Stevens Brook
Post Road at the Merriland River
Tatnic Road
Ocean Avenue
Branch Road at the Merriland River.

Problems include flooding, the undermining of roadways, and erosion and inadequate drainage
capacity. Specific improvements have not been identified, but generally they involve working
with federal and state agencies to determine proper solutions.the Town has 3 On Call
Engineering firms to develop engineered solutions anf obtain the proper Federal and State
permits for construction. The Town’s adopted Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan contains additional
details.
To address these problems, the Town needs to make a number of capital investments. These are
described below.
Stormwater management and drainage improvements: The flood problem areas identified
above are in need of stormwater/drainage improvements to reduce their flood risks. In order to
make these improvements, the Town needs to first inventory all culverts and bridges in these
areas to determine their adequacy to handle the 100-year flood event and then improve these
culverts and bridges. The estimated cost of these improvements is $500,000.
The town needs a complete inventory and condition assessment of the drainage systems, with
particular consideration of how the ocean outfalls will function with climate change. Individual
watersheds need a hydraulic study to evaluate capacity for the current storm data. There are
many private systems tied into the town’s drainage that reduce the capacity of the public
drainage.
Priority Rating: Urgent
Property Protection: The Town adopted a Flood Hazard Mitigation plan in 2001. One of the
Plan’s key recommendations was to take action to protect properties in Wells that are known to
suffer repetitive losses from flooding, so as to avoid future losses. These protection activities
may include relocation, acquisition, demolition, building elevation, floodproofing, retrofitting
and insurance. There are seven such properties that have been identified in the Town, located on
Atlantic Avenue, Ocean Avenue and Webhannet Drive. A flood hazard audit and analysis of
these properties needs to be undertaken to determine how the risks can be reduced. Following
this analysis, investments in property protection will be needed. As with the stormwater/drainage
category, the costs of these improvements are not yet known. Sea level rise studies completed
Priority Rating: Necessary
Structural Projects: The Webhannet Drive seawall has been found to be in need of major
repairs. The particular improvements needed involve the seawall footings, which need to be
protected by placing sheet pile facades in from the existing seawall. This project will provide
protection from storm and flood damage to properties along Webhannet Drive. The project
should continue for approximately 1,500 feet at an estimated cost of $1.6 million.
The town has recently completed a high levelhigh-level engineering assessment of major
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infrastructure elements. None of the infrastructure elements are in danger of immenentimminent
failure, but several are in need of immediate attention. The proposed budget included a bond to
finance construction/reconstruction. The engineering is already underway, including permitting.
Priority Rating: Urgent
5.4.

Transportation

Road reconstruction and paving. The town has a pavement management system and at an annual
investment of approximately $900,00 a year the pavements in town will stay as good as they
currently are. Traditionally, the Town has invested about this threshold, so the pavements are
improving, Any improvement to the drainage, horizontal or vertical alignments are done before,
or with the paving. and the pavement techniques result in the most effective, longest lasting
improvements.: Many arterial and collector roads in Wells need to be reconstructed. Funding for
this work is appropriated annually. Cost of this type of work for each road ranges from $50,000
to $125,000. Roads that should be undertaken for reconstruction are:
 Route 9B (Littlefield Road)
Bragdon Road
 Tatnic Road
Quarry Road
Drakes Island Road
 Coles Hill Road
 Burnt Mill Road
Assuming an average cost of $75,000 for each of these projects, the total anticipated cost to the Town
of these eight projects would be $600,000.
Priority Rating: Necessary
Route 1 improvements: A number of improvements related to access management and mobility
in the Route 1 corridor are needed to serve Wells and the surrounding region.Specific projects
identified include:
 Re-pavement from the Intersection of Route 109 to Route 9 (Port Road).
 Route 109 and 1 Intersection Improvements
 Moody area cumulative growth impact on traffic study
 Regional coastal explorer bus service
 Greater investment in Chamber Trolley System


Improvement to the intersections of Chapel and Route 109 and Chapel and Route 1.



Upgrade to the traffic signal system to meet current traffic pattern demands

The Town has included discussed funding in FY2023 for a study of the Route 1 corridor with
Maine DOT, including a land use component. Implementation of strategies identified in the
study will be critical to ensuring successful travel along Route 1. There is funding available for
implementation in the Island Golf reserve account.
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Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
Sidewalk Master Plan: Various sidewalk improvements have been recommended in the
Sidewalk Master Plan in the Wells Corner area. The immediate project that requires Town
investment is for a new raised sidewalk from Harbor Road to the Wells CongregationalChurch.
The estimated cost to the Town of this improvement is $450,000.The most recent sidewalk
master plan only includes the sidewalks along Route 1 from the Public Library to the Town Hall.
Creating a town-wide sidewalk plan should be a goal in the next ten years. This should be done
in conjunction with an active transit master plan that includes bicycle passage as well.
Priority Rating: Necessary
6.5.

Harbor and Marine Resources

Wells Harbor Pier: Following recent improvements to buildings at the harbor, it was discovered
that the pier holding the Harbormaster facility is sagging and cannot hold the weight of the
building. The building structurally is settling and developing noticeable sags. The Town has
begun to explore moving the facility off the pier and building a new office and storage complex
off the shellfish hatchery building and locating a portable bait locker (refrigerated trailer) on the
opposite side of the parking lot. The pier would then be repaired and it would open it up for
further tourist use. The estimated cost of this improvement is
$50,000.Complete
Priority Rating: UrgentComplete
Harbor Dredging: The Town, with the Army Corps of Engineers have submitted to the State
of Maine an application to allow it to undertake maintenance dredges to the outer harbor area
over a period of 10 years. The Town will be eligible for a full dredge of the harbor in 20072023
if the monitoring reports indicate that the prior full dredge did not cause environmental harm to
the marsh area surrounding the harbor. Support for this is crucial for a viable and stable harbor.
The estimated cost of the Town’s matching share of the full dredge would be $650,000.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
7.6.

Recreation and Historic Preservation

Public Restroom: The Town has developed a reserve fund to establish a public restroom facility
in the Routes 1 and 109 area. Talks are ongoing with the owner of the Wells Shopping Center to
establish a facility in that location. The estimated cost of providing this facility is
$65,000.
Priority Rating: Necessary
Marsh Walk: Public interest is strong for some type of coastal walkway along the Webhannet
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River. However, abutting property owners have resisted the development of such a facility, and
community issues would need to be resolved before pursuing the Marsh Walk. The estimated
cost of this project is in 2005 was $750,000 and may now require additional funding to complete.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
Field House: In response to demand for additional programs and services, the Recreation
Department developed a master plan for its facilities on Route 9A. The key finding of this plan
was that a field house facility, including a gymnasium, multipurpose rooms and locker/restroom
facilities, was needed. This has been and continues to be a major need of the Recreation
Department. This was voted on in 1999 and failed but further study is required as gym space
and program space is still an issue. The estimated cost of this facility is in 2005 was $2 million,
and it is likely more now.
Priority Rating: Growth Dependent
Eastern Trail Development: A significant portion of the Eastern Trail, a planned regional trail,
is designated for Wells. An abandoned rail bed that is currently used for a gas pipeline is slated
for Wells’ portion of this off-road trail stretching from Kittery to South Portland. The estimated
cost to develop the Wells segment of the Eastern Trail is not known at this time estimated at $4
– 6 Million.
Priority Rating: Desirable
Route 1/Elementary School Path: A need has been identified for a walking path connecting Route 1 to
the new Wells Elementary School on Route 109 to help pedestrian access for children. This trail could
be built on property owned by the Wells-Ogunquit CSD. Its estimated cost is $40,000. Complete
Priority Rating: Desirable
Colonial Road Walking Trails: Many abandoned Colonial roads that are still in existence as
public rights-of-way in Wells may be suitable for the development of walking trails. Doing so
would require additional study and costs are unknown at this time.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required
Land Bank: The Town of Wells already has some funding for a Open Space Reserve Fund as
part of a land bank. Further funding for acquisition and recreational development may be needed
in the future, though there is no exact amount set at this time.
Priority Rating: Desirable, further study required The Town of Wells, led by the Conservation
Commission’s efforts, has established a robust and active land acquisition program that is funded annually
through taxation.
Priority Rating: Necessary
8.7.

Library
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The Wells Public Library has been in existence for approximately 23 years with a building
starting out at 5,000 square feet with an addition in 1991 of an additional 6,000 square feet.
Today the library is the largest municipal building with 11,000 square feet of heavily used space.
Strategic Planning is underway to consider another addition and to landscape the front, side and
rear of the library. The beautification programs will assist the town in making this facility a
destination location for cultural and educational services. The estimated cost for the addition and
the landscaping is $1.5 million.
The Wells Public Library opened in 1978 with a 5,000 square foot space. In 1993, the first
addition was completed giving the library greatly expanded children, young adult and circulation
areas. A second addition was completed in 2018, adding a community room, a quiet study area
and staff workspace for a total of 15,000 square feet. Space is currently adequate to meet the
needs of the town residents, but an enlarged teen area and several small 2-3 person study/meeting
rooms, as well as space for collection expansion should be considered in future growth plans.
Priority Rating: Growth Dependent Priority Rating: Growth Dependent
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Summary of Capital Investment Strategy
The following matrix expresses all of the identified capital investment needs of the
Town of Wells and displays their priority levels to the Town. These items and their
estimated costs are based on preliminary input from various heads of Town
departments.
No.
Item
Est. Cost
Priority Level
General Administration
1.
Town Hall Expansion
$4.0M
Desirable, further study required
Public Safety
2.
New Police Station
$2.5M
Growth Dependent
3.
Police Substation
$500K
Growth Dependent
4.
Northern Fire Substation
$13.50M
Growth Dependent
5.
Southern Fire Substation
$13.50M
Growth Dependent
6.
Wells Corner Fire Station Addition
$750K
Necessary
Public Works
7.
New Public Works facility needs
30k$3.5M NecessaryUrgent
studyGarage
8.
* New Sand and Salt Shed roof
$1.4M$50k Necessary
9.Solid Waste Disposal Trailers
$100K
Desirable, further study required
Flood Hazard Mitigation
10.￼ Stormwater/Drainage Improvements
$200K$500K Necessary, but phasedUrgent
11. Hardening of infrastructure for sea level Unknown
Necessary
rise and storm surge Repetitive Flooding
Property Protection
12. Webhannet Drive Seawall Repairs
$1.6M
Urgent
Transportation
13. Various Road Reconstruction/Pavings
$600K900K Necessary
14. Route 1 ImprovementsCorridor Study
Unknown
Desirable, further study required
15. * Raised Sidewalk Master Plan (Harbor
Unknown$45 Necessary
Road to First
0K
Congregational Church)
16. Wells Harbor Pier Repairs
$50K
Urgent
17. Wells Harbor Dredging (Local Match)
$650K
Desirable, further study required
Recreation and Historic Preservation
18. * Public Restroom in Route 1/109 area
$65K
Necessary
19. Webhannet Marsh Walk
$750K or
Desirable, further study required
more
20. Route 9A Field House
$2.0M or
Growth Dependent
more
21. Eastern Trail Development/Maintenance Unknown$6. Growth Dependent
0M
22. Route 1/Elementary School Path
$40K
Growth Dependent
23. Colonial Road Walking Paths
Unknown
Desirable, further study required
24. Land Bank
Unknown
Necessary Desirable, further study
required
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Library
25. Library Addition & Landscaping

$1.5M

Growth Dependent

* - Project partially or completely funded as of October 2004.
Note: This table presents a compilation off potential capital investments that may be needed by the
Town of Wells.No projects on this list will be funded without Town Meeting approval.
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